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Introduction

Introduction
Early Learning Through the Arts Program
Wolf Trap, the only national park dedicated to the performing arts, was asked by Head Start in 1981
to develop ways for early care and education teachers to use drama, movement and music in the
classroom. The goal was to integrate performing arts techniques into the daily curriculum. This
project resulted in the Wolf Trap Institute for Early Learning Through the Arts, a thriving education
program now replicated across the country. Through artist residencies and educator workshops, early
childhood professionals are taught to use Wolf Trap strategies by Institute Teaching Artists. A
foundation is laid for teachers to continue using and developing performing arts-based teaching
techniques throughout their careers.
STAGES for Learning
STAGES for Learning: Performing Arts Experiences for Early Childhood Education provides early
childhood professionals and parents with effective approaches and arts experiences that have been
tested and refined in preschool and kindergarten classrooms by teachers, teaching assistants, Wolf
Trap Teaching Artists and, of course, children. Careful attention has been paid to keeping material
developmentally appropriate for three- to five-year-olds. These approaches to learning and
performing arts experiences are universally designed so they are easily adapted for all children,
inclusive of special needs. Since a child’s education continues in the home, many of these learning
experiences can be used easily by parents.
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Universal Design
Each experience is developmentally appropriate for typically-developing three- to five-year-old
children. However, all children have a variety of abilities during their early years of growth and
development. Some children have special needs in the areas of physical (mobility, sense of touch or
vocalizing), sensory (hearing or vision impaired), cognitive (reasoning, developmental delays, autism,
processing disorders) and social/emotional (disruptive, withdrawing, overreacting, hyperactivity, lack
of empathy or impulse control) development. Including all children is a priority for creating and
conducting arts-based curriculum. Some ideas that will help in the adaptation of these experiences
are:


Provide opportunities for both sight and sound combined in one experience.



Support sense of touch by facilitating the child’s manipulation of props.



Design experiences within the movement range of most participants (swaying, nodding,
moving eyes or wagging a toe).



Include segments possible for even the most limited, and assist with movement.



Keep it simple and paced so children can successfully participate.



Use hand-over-hand modeling and repetition.



Include specific “play-by-play” descriptive language.



Become familiar with each child’s vocalizing skills and how you can help.



Situate children with visual impairment where they are best able to see.



Establish names for motions so children can learn auditory cues.



Become familiar with each child’s specific delays.



Use steady beat and tonality to create and stimulate focus and predictability.



Motivate and engage children with music, props and positive feedback.



For second language learners, articulate words clearly, use motions or props and
consistent vocabulary, select repetitive songs, and limit lyric changes.
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How to Use This Manual
STAGES for Learning: Performing Arts Experiences for Early Childhood Education is a tool for
identifying and carrying out arts-based learning experiences that support the young child in
developing skills necessary for school success. The educational impact of each arts experience is
identified, supporting children’s development in the areas of language and literacy, social
development, approaches to learning, cognition, critical thinking, problem solving, science skills, and
math skills.
Research shows that a foundation in social-emotional development and language are strong
predictors of school success. STAGES experiences identify the goals and objectives of each interaction
and their educational impact, often including new vocabulary that can be introduced during the
experience.
Teachers who use performing arts experiences in the classroom often notice growth not only in
language acquisition, but also in improved self-esteem, social awareness, fine and gross motor
development, creative thinking, and problem solving. Each experience reflects the voice and style of
the contributing Teaching Artist. Wolf Trap recommends that the educator use these learning
experiences as springboards of inspiration and creativity.
STAGES is divided into three sections: Classic Wolf Trap, Early Arts Learning and Master Teaching
Artist Workshop experiences. Classic Wolf Trap experiences are those included in the first edition of
STAGES and that continue to be used in classrooms to this day. Early Arts Learning experiences grew
out of the work of the Wolf Trap artists who participated in the Institute’s 2009-2010 Early Arts
Learning Pilot Project, funded by the National Endowment for the Arts. Master Teaching Artist
Workshop experiences are time-tested and successful elements drawn from the Professional
Development Workshops developed for and presented to early childhood educators by Wolf Trap
Master Teaching Artists. Differences may be perceived among the structures and approaches of the
sections, in order to preserve the individual voices and strengths of each contributing artist.
Wolf Trap Institute for Early Learning Through the Arts staff and Teaching Artists hope this manual
will be a useful tool for welcoming the arts into the classroom and inspiring the integration of the
performing arts into curriculum and daily routines.
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Adaptation Strategies for Inclusion
STAGES for Learning: Performing Arts Activities for Early Childhood Education contains experiences
that have been used successfully in a variety of classroom settings, and changes were made along
the way to meet the needs of the individual children in those classes. Use the suggestions for
Universal Design (on page two) and the ideas in this manual for adapting other experiences for
children who have diverse needs.
The Teaching Artists who created and adapted these experiences worked closely with special
education teachers, and all of them have previous training and experience working with diverse
populations.
Some of these experiences were developed for children with various language delays. Some are
designed to allow for variations in learning ranging from mental retardation, pervasive
developmental disorders, auditory processing deficit, attention deficits and other learning disorders.
Within each classroom there is usually a wide range in development among the children. This
situation presents the greatest challenge: to meet the individual needs of each child. To facilitate this
task, there are variations within some experiences describing how to address these varying needs. In
addition to these specific notes in the text, the following suggestions are general strategies to keep
in mind when adapting other arts experiences to include all children.
Ideas for Adapting Experiences for Inclusiveness
It is necessary, when planning curriculum experiences, to set individual objectives for each child. The
objectives may be as diverse as “to attend to the music for three minutes” or “to recognize a word
that rhymes with one of the ending words in the song.”
An important goal for all children is to ensure that each child enjoys the experience. One reason
children learn from the arts is that drama, music, and movement fuel their creative spirit. This is what
motivates children to become involved. With this in mind, it is important to remember that children
should be given the opportunity to choose to participate. Often, children who seem to be completely
uninvolved are still taking in a lot of information. This peripheral learning can be encouraged by
responding as if the seemingly-uninvolved child is engaged and an important part of the experience.
For example, for the child who chooses to remain seated (or is confined to a wheelchair) while the
others are acting out a story, assign an important role that doesn’t require action. That child could be
the tree to which the birds fly home, or the squirrel who watches over the nest while the others are
vi
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out gathering acorns. This is a valuable way of involving children who are physically disabled. Even if
the child does not outwardly respond, there will be awareness that he or she is part of the group. Just
as important, other children will perceive that child as a participant.
If there is the slightest focus or involvement from that child, reinforce it with descriptive feedback. For
example, even for a brief focus of attention: “You’re really watching!” If there is even a subtle physical
response: “Look how carefully Mark is moving his arm to the music.”
In addition to focusing on individual needs, the teacher will need to make major adaptations in
preparing and leading activities for children with special needs. The following techniques are
recommended:


Use multisensory enrichment to support new language and concepts.



Divide the experience into a series of short segments.



Use repetition to reinforce new language and concepts.



Offer opportunities for children to imitate.



Observe the child’s cues and follow his or her lead.



Sequence the activities, building from the simple to the more complex.



Begin the experience with a clear introduction and end with a closing.



Clarify the distinction between reality and fantasy.



Use strategies to encourage cooperation and focus.

Multisensory Enrichment
To encourage optimum learning, every effort should be made to provide a multisensory experience
for the children. Young children (and particularly those who are language-delayed) are generally very
strong visual and physical learners. Pictures provide concrete visual information for introducing
characters, new vocabulary, and other concepts such as size and color. Pictures may also show
concepts or ideas that the children will be acting out, such as leaves falling from trees, or a cook
stirring her soup. If appropriate pictures are not available, simple drawings can be sketched before
each lesson.
In addition to pictures and other visual aids, new words and concepts could be reinforced with a
physical motion, gesture, or facial expression. In this way, the child can experience the idea
vii
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throughout the body. Combined visual and physical reinforcements of a spoken word provide a
multiple imprint on the child’s memory.
Additional sensory stimulation can be provided by focusing on sound, touch, smell, and taste.
Consider supporting each new language experience with a sensory one. For example, one Wolf Trap
Teaching Artist once conducted an activity set in Africa where the children were given honey when
the concept of sunshine is introduced. The golden color and sweetness was associated with sunshine.
These sensory memories make the word itself easier to recall. Other sensory reinforcements
suggested in the experience include water sprayed on the children from a spray bottle to reinforce
the concept of the ocean, and various sound effects created by the children. Assemble a box of all
the sensory props used for a particular activity. If possible, put this box out somewhere in the
classroom so the children can further explore it during play.
Segmenting Experiences
Young children often have short attention spans. Though arts experiences will help to maintain
interest, frequent breaks are necessary to regroup. No matter how long the experience may be, it
needs to consist of a series of short interactions that build on one another. For example, in a
movement experience, the children (seated in a circle) might start by watching the movement of a
falling tissue, then copying with their hands. The next step may be to imitate the movement with
other body parts. Next the children could stand in the circle and copy the movement of the tissue
with their whole bodies. This could be followed by having the children move around the circle to
music, or hold hands and move with another child. Each segment is just a few minutes long.
Changing levels (seated, standing, or lying down) and the type of action keeps children engaged.
Repetition
Repetition is important for reinforcing concepts. Additionally, with repetition the children become
more comfortable with the movement, music, or dialogue and they gain self-confidence. Select
important words, motions, lyrics, or even a sequence of events that can be repeated within an
activity. Children also enjoy having a favorite interaction repeated three or four times on different
days. Often, in a movement experience, the movement concept (such as moving like the tissue) will
be repeated three or four different ways. In story dramatization and music, a sequence of three
repetitions works well. This is common in myth and in folk or fairy tales. By the third sequence, the
children are usually quite confident and often eager to show what will happen next. Their dialogue
will be much more spontaneous than at the beginning of the experience.
viii
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Imitation
Though creativity is always encouraged in the arts, young children generally need to imitate before
they feel free to create. It is common for them to imitate the teacher as well as their peers. Imitation
is a safe place for a beginning, especially for those who are slow to warm up to participation.
Eventually the children can be encouraged to show something different, like a different way of
dancing like a giraffe or making their bodies look like a leaf. As soon as a child shows something new
or different, give verbal reinforcement such as, “Look, Maria is showing us a different way of moving
like a snake!”
Sequencing
Sequence the segments within the experience carefully, starting with the simple and building to more
complex and creative ideas. In the “tissue” movement activity, the children begin by copying the
movement of the tissue with their hands. At the end, they might create their own tissue dance using
their entire bodies and following music with their movement. A follow-up activity might involve
exploring another object’s movement that represents the opposite of the tissue movement and
eventually alternate between the two. Each new part is built on the skills and ideas introduced
beforehand.
Keep in mind that before moving onto more complex experiences, children with diverse needs will
often need to review the initial introductory interaction. This taps their memories and is important for
reinforcement as well as reassurance. For example, if you are spending a few weeks exploring one
story through movement, drama, and music, you may still need to repeat the whole story (or a
summary) at the beginning of each session, even though you are only working on a portion of the
story at that time.
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Introduction and Closing
Transitions are sometimes difficult for children. Before jumping into an arts experience, it is quite
helpful to provide some preparation. This may include:


Introducing the characters to be used in a story



Looking at pictures and exploring sensory stimuli that reflect the location where the story
takes place



Introducing simple movement concepts that will be incorporated into a creative movement
experience

If the main character in the experience is an animal, the children might become that animal and act
out the associated movements and sounds. Show pictures of the animal for discussion. It can be very
helpful to have a song or short interaction that becomes a standard transition from the regular
classroom routine to the arts experience.
A standard closing for each experience can also be helpful. The closure is an important transition
from the fantasy to the reality of the classroom. Reading a poem or singing a song also works nicely
as a closing. A closure should also provide for a cooling-down period and time for discussion and
recall.
Distinguishing Reality from Fantasy
Very young children use their imaginations differently than older children. The level of involvement is
much deeper. They absolutely believe in the moment, but are capable of instantly changing the role
they are portraying or the imagined place. It is important to clarify what is real and what is imagined
for these children. For example, the children respond very well when the teacher becomes involved in
the drama as a character. They need very little convincing to believe this. A simple prop, such as a hat
or scarf, or a change in voice or stature is enough to convince and engage them. By removing the
prop, the teacher can move back and forth between characters and teacher, giving information
regarding the action or dialogue as needed.
The line between imagination and reality is so fine, however, that the teacher must make it clear to
the children that she can return. “When I put this hat on, I am going to be the giant. When I take the
hat off, who am I?” Demonstrate two or three times before beginning the experience.
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If the children have been animals or other characters in the story, teachers must turn them back into
children again at the end. Also, bring the children “back to the classroom” after they have gone on an
imaginary journey, and provide some form of closing. Closure helps children understand that the
drama is over, calms them down, and prepares them for what comes next.
Helping Children Cooperate
Teachers may be reticent about trying performing arts experiences for fear of losing control of the
class. Children do need a certain amount of freedom within an experience, but limits can easily be
established. Here are some suggestions:


Use a circle formation to serve as a “home base.” When the children become overexcited
they can be brought back to home base and continue the experience on another level. For
example, “birds looking for food” can be brought back to their “nest” for a nap, or
“squirrels racing around” are called back to their tree to “bury the acorns they’ve found.”



Create a challenge for returning back to the circle. One preschool teacher places masking
tape X’s around the circle, one for each child. When the children become overexcited in the
activity, they are told to sit on their X’s. This becomes a game for the children and a good
control device for the teacher.



Choose a sign or develop a signal for the children that they can remember, such as
clapping hands three times or flashing the lights. When the children see or hear that signal,
they learn to stop and look at the teacher for directions. Directions (such as “freeze,”
“stop,” or “sit on your X”) can be given vocally or with a sign or gesture. Children often
think of these signs as a secret code and want to be the first to respond.
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Incorporating Gestures and Signs
Sign language is often used with children who have delays as a tool to reinforce language concepts.
Most arts experiences are highly visual and physical, and sign language therefore blends in naturally.
Following are four basic methods for incorporating signs into an experience:


Use authentic signs or gestures with speech to clarify new vocabulary.



Use signs to create or define a character in the experience.



Transform signs into puppets or objects to be used in the experience.



Use signs to illustrate a concept or action within the experience.

Using Signs in Conjunction with Speech: Using signs with speech provides children with multiple
sensory cues: visual, aural, and kinesthetic. It is not necessary to sign every word being spoken;
rather, just sign the key nouns and verbs needed to reinforce main ideas.
Incorporate five or six new signs into each activity. These can be taught as an introduction to the
experience. Children seem to respond best to signs that visually represent an object or action. If the
standard sign is too abstract, create a gesture that better represents the word. For example, one
simple sign for ‘dog’ is slapping the thigh twice with one hand. However, using two hands on top of
one’s head to represent the dog’s floppy ears creates a clearer image of the dog. Children enjoy
creating the signs with the teacher. Please note that children who communicate entirely with
American Sign Language may become confused if made-up signs/gestures are used that may be
similar but mean something different in American Sign Language. Be familiar with each child’s culture
before incorporating created signs and gestures.
Creating Characters with Signs: Hand shapes are often used in sign language to represent the
main features of a person or animal. This idea works well for introducing or describing the main
characters in a story, interaction or experience. An animal’s ears, eyes, nose, tail, paws, and body
shape can all be described with gestures, as can its spots, stripes and feathers. A cook’s long apron,
tall hat, big spoon, and pot of soup can also be signed or gestured by the children. As the children
add on each new feature with their hands, they “become” the character, creating a voice to match.
This is analogous to putting on pieces of a costume: “All right, squirrels, let’s put on our bushy tails.
Let me see your little fuzzy ears and noses.”
Transforming Signs into Puppets: In addition to becoming a character by adding features, children
may use their hands to represent an entire character. The index finger can represent a person, or the
hands can be shaped in various ways to represent different animals (turtle, butterfly, or fish). The
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children are then free to control the movement or voice of that character. As is true with puppets, a
great deal more language is often drawn from children when they are actually speaking as the
character. Movement and dialogue can be encouraged by such questions as, “How can you make
your bird sit in the nest?” or “What do you think the bird said when she saw the broken eggs? Show
me.” The children often become very involved with a character that they’ve created themselves, and
ideas for action or dialogue occur spontaneously.
Illustrating the Concept or Action with Signs: By using one hand to sign a tree and the other hand
to sign a leaf, the teacher can demonstrate the concept of autumn as well as the gentle movement of
the falling leaf. Prepositions can be clearly illustrated in sign language. Once the children understand
the concept from the teacher’s demonstration, they can join in the activity by moving their own
hands: “Show me the boy standing in front of the car,” or “Make the boy tiptoe around the tree.”
Opposites are also easily demonstrated in sign, and then reinforced with drama, movement, or song.
Signs for opposites such as happy/sad, soft/hard, or big/little provide a clear visual and kinesthetic
illustration. These ideas can then be brought to life by having the children participate in a related
activity.
Adapting Experiences for Children with Physical Disabilities
The techniques described above were developed to assist children who are language-delayed, have
disabilities affecting language development, or have other learning disorders. However, the use of
sign language in experiences provides a wonderful method for involving children who cannot
physically participate in the action. While some children become frogs hopping from log to lily pad,
other children may carry out the action with a frog puppet in an environment created from signs and
gestures. A dance that some children perform with their bodies can be done by others with just the
hands, or other body parts.
Give children in wheelchairs special roles by using the chairs as an integral part of the experience.
Wheelchairs make wonderful spaceships and train engines. Children with limited movement can be
given important roles such as the trees in the middle from which the other children’s hands/leaves
fall, or mama bird calling her baby birds back to the nest.
Developed by Victoria Brown, Ph.D., 1997
Revised (2010) by Wolf Trap Education staff
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Chants
Developed by Wolf Trap Teaching Artists
Objective/Goal:
This is an introductory experience supporting feelings and social emotional development, as well as
getting children ready to learn new concepts in all learning areas.
Educational Impact:








Vocabulary
Comprehension
Directionality
Language usage
Phonological awareness
Listening skills

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:







CD 1, Track 1 – “Color Chant”
CD 1, Track 2 – “Funga”
CD 1, Track 3 – “Kye Kye Kule”
CD 1, Track 4 - “Hill an Gully”
CD 1, Track 5 - “Samba Le Le” (“Samba Ye Ye”)

Procedure and Process:
Chanting is a dynamic teaching tool. A chant draws power from both the rhythm of the words and
the rhyming of the phrases. That power is reinforced through repetition. In a well-written chant, the
sense of the words is heightened by the rhythm of the words.
A chant can be spoken or sung, with or without motions. Most of the chants in this section have
movements designed to fit the words. Feel free to make up your own movements.
There are several different kinds of chants, including warm-up chants and chants from around the
world. Some chants are call and response, which are particularly engaging for children.
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Color Chant
Developed by John Taylor
Before class, place colored objects or papers around the classroom, or make a flip chart of colors to
exhibit in front of the classroom. Warm up the children with this chant:
Colors, colors everywhere,
Some are here and some are there.
When you see red, put your hand on your head.
When you see blue, point to your shoe.
When you see brown, point to the ground.
When you see green, wipe your face real clean.
When you see black, put your hand on your back.
When you see pink, just think, think, think. [point to head]
When you see white, squeeze your finger so tight.
When you see gray, have a nice day.
When you see yellow, wave to a fellow. [wave hand]
Jump, jump, jump for red,
Turn around and hands on head.
Jump, jump, jump for red,
Turn back around and stoop down dead.
Hop, hop, hop for black,
Bend to the front and bend to the back.
Hop, hop, hop for black,
Now hop to the ground and freeze in the act.
Run, run, run for blue,
Stoop to the ground and touch your shoe.
Run, run, run for blue,
Now stop in your tracks and point to you.
Percussion Chant
Developed by John Taylor
Arrange the children in a circle. Pass around a tambourine or hand drum. Say the chant and play the
instrument.
Play it soft and PLAY IT LOUD!
Hand it to the next one in the crowd.
One is a solo, two’s a duet.
Three is a trio, four’s a quartet!
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Call and Response Chants
The next few chants are “call and response.” You may explain it to the children by telling them:
Some chants are “call and response.” That means I say something, and
when I pause, you will call back to me. I’ll tell you your part and then you
listen for mine, so you will know when it’s your time to answer.
Call and response chants promote listening, attending, and cooperation skills.
Kye kye Kule

[Chay Chay Koo-lay]

Translation

Kye Kye Kule (2x)

[Chay-Chay Koo-lay]

Hey, look

Kye Kye Kofi Sa (2x)

[Chay Chay Ko-fee-sa]

Look at Kofi’s dance

Kofi Sa Langa (2x)

[Ko-fee-sa Lahn-gah]

Kofi dances like this

Kakakyi Langa (2x)

[Ka-tah Chee Lahn-gah]

Kofi dances like a royal

Kum, Adende (2x)

[Koom, A-dehn-deh]

Just like a pendulum

This chant is a cultural game/dance from Ghana, West Africa that evolved as a “head, shoulder, knees,
and toes” sort of activity. There are some variations in Spanish as well.
Notice some key words that provide guidance as to how the dance may be done. It tells participants
to imitate how Kofi dances “like a royal” and swings “like a pendulum.”
This chant promotes:


Spatial awareness



Gross motor coordination



Sheer joy of aerobics

This experience revolves around the steady beat, which means you as the leader must set the tempo.
You must also establish the movement for the participants to follow. The name “Kofi” can be
substituted with your children’s names. It can be done as a locomotor or non-locomotor experience.
Initiate the movement at the same time that you call out the words. The children repeat your words
and action. It could start slow, and then increase to fast.
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Hill an Gully
Jamaican chant
Repeat each line twice, once as a call and once as the children’s response.
Hill an gully ride-a, hill an gully.
An a been down low dung, hill an gully.
An a low down bessey dung, hill an gully.
An yuh better min yuh tumble down, hill an gully.
Hill an gully ride-a, hill an gully.
This song is in a Jamaican dialect. It is translated:
Hill and gully, ride a hill and gully.
And I been down, low down, hill and gully.
And a low-down Bessy done hill and gully,
And you’d better mind or you’ll tumble down hill and gully.
In the chant, Bessy represents a horse, burro, or any animal you may wish to include.
To accompany the words, choose hand or whole-body motions that move upward. For example,
climb up a hill and then down into a gully.
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Omo Beyi
African celebration chant
Call:
Response:

Omo beye [bay-ay] omo beye re [ray] re.
Kere [keh-dah] kere n ya.

Call:
Response:

Alaqua [a-la-gwa] na alaqua na re re.
Kere kere n ya.

Call:
Response:

Omo beye aina [i-ee-na] beye re re.
Kere kere n ya.

Call:
Response:

Alaqua na alaqua na re re.
Kere kere n ya.

Repeat from beginning.
This chant is sung to celebrate the rare and special phenomenon of twins. The song is about the
opposing characteristics — fast and slow, big and small — often found in twins.
Joli Mama
A Creole chant
Call:
Response:

Mahmbah mahmbah joli [jolly] mahmbah
Ai yea mahmbah

Call:
Response:

Mahmbah mahmbah joli mahmbah
Ai yea mama

Call:
Response:

Mahmbah aye, mahmbah yo, mahmbah aye
Joli mahmbah, joli mahmbah

The title of this chant translates as “Pretty Mother.” Creole is a language spoken in Louisiana by
descendants of French and Spanish settlers.
Remove the responses if the children cannot remember them, and simply chant the calls.
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Samba Ye Ye
A Brazilian celebration chant
Samba ye ye [sam-ba yay yay]
Repeat.
Children love to dance the samba as they sing this chant. To dance the samba, first twist your upper
body to the left and then to the right. When the children have learned the twist, have them samba
across the room and back.
Tie large squares of fabric around the waists of the girls. These are called lapas. The boys may wear
sashes tied around their waists to hang close to their knees.
Any kind of drum will work with this chant. Try using a che xi xi [ka she she] which is a traditional
African shaker instrument. You can make one by filling a container with uncooked rice or beans. The
name of the instrument comes from the sound it makes.

Funga-Alafia [Fun-ga A-la-fee-ya]
A West African chant from Nigeria
Call:
Response:

Funga-Alafia.
Ashe-e, Ashe-e!

Call:
Response:

Funga-a, Alafia-a.
Ashe-e, Ashe-e!

Call:
Response:

Ashe-e, Ashe-e!
Ashe-e, Ashe-e!

Repeat as long as you wish.
The word Alafia means “peace greetings” in the
Hausa language, and the word Funga translates to “I
bring.” So Funga Alafia will mean, “I bring you
peace” or “I have brought you greetings of peace.”
The response, ashe [ah-shay] translates: “Amen, or let it be.”
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This experience revolves around the steady beat, which means you as the leader must set the tempo.
You must also establish the movement for the participants to follow.
Initiate the movement at the same time that you call out the word describing the tempo. The children
mirror your movement. It could start slow, and then increase to fast.
Establish a steady beat/clap to the beat as you sing Funga, Alafia (extend both arms outward in a
swimming motion and then back again, as if grabbing from the heart and spreading them around).
For the response, have the children mirror your movement as they chant Ashe, ashe!

New Vocabulary Words:


Chants



Rhythm



Body language



Call and response



New words related to individual chants
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Charlie Over the Ocean
Developed by Sue Trainor
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience that can be easily adapted to include all children by using strategies that
will support children visually, aurally, physically, cognitively and emotionally. At the outcome of this
experience, the children will have had the opportunity to recall a favorite story and dramatize it in a
playful way with accommodation for those with disabilities or special needs.
Educational Impact:







Recall
Phonemic awareness
Rhyme
Comprehension
Imagery

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:



CD 1, Track 6 – “Charlie Over the Ocean”

Materials Needed:





The book, I Went Walking by Sue Williams (New York: Harcourt, 1996)
A soft boy doll representing Charlie
A copy of the song, “Charlie Over the Ocean”

Procedure and Process:
Show the children a soft doll and tell them he represents Charlie from the song “Charlie Over the
Ocean.” (Sing the song with the children several times before the game, so they are familiar with
Charlie). Tell the children they will be singing hello to Charlie with a steady beat after he sings hello to
all the boys and girls.
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Here’s my friend Charlie!
Charlie is going to sing hello to you.
Hello boys and girls.
Now you sing hello to Charlie and wave.
Hello Charlie!
Show the children the book I Went Walking and remind them that you read it a few days before.

Charlie has a question for you.
As Charlie: Remember the book, I Went Walking?
When the children say yes, let Charlie tell them that they will all be playing a game about the animals
in the book.

Charlie: Let’s play a tag game. Who remembers an animal from the book?
Begin the song and tell the children you will sing first “Charlie caught a black cat.” Then they will
respond.

Charlie caught a black cat.
Children: Charlie caught a black cat.
As the song is sung, carry Charlie around the outside of the circle. When the song is complete, place
Charlie on the floor behind someone and continue to walk around the circle. The child in the circle
who has Charlie dropped behind them (or, to make it easier, put it in a child’s lap) gets up and
follows you around the circle trying to tag you. You try to get all the way around the circle and sit in
that child’s place without being tagged. There is no consequence for being tagged or not.

Here comes Charlie.
Oh, look he’s dropped behind you and I’m walking around the circle.
Pick up Charlie and try to tag me before I get to your place and sit down.
I made it and didn’t get tagged.
The child carrying Charlie gets to choose another animal from the story.

Now it’s your turn to choose an animal.
OK, that’s a good one.
Let’s all sing, “Charlie caught a green duck.”
You’re the leader now, so you drop Charlie behind someone and keep going.
When they get up to follow you, try to tag them before they sit in your place.
Keep up this process until all the animals have been recalled or everyone has had a turn. Another
teacher can assist children who are visually or physically challenged.
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New Vocabulary Words:





Tag
Drop
Leader
Caught
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Coffee Can Games
Developed by Michael Littman
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience supporting imagination, dramatic play and critical thinking.
Educational Impact:






Vocabulary
Comprehension
Prediction
Recall

Materials Needed:




An empty coffee can or other container with a lid
Small objects such as seashells, buttons, or feathers

Procedure and Process:
With nothing in the coffee can, shake it to explore the silence. Show the children that the coffee can
is empty. Suggest that the coffee can hold anything, if the children use their imaginations.

What do you think I have in this coffee can? It’s hard to tell by just
looking at it. I’ll shake it and you listen to the sound it makes. It
doesn’t make a sound, but I do have something in here, and you can
tell what it is if you use your imagination.
Take out, for example, an imaginary uncooked egg. Pass the egg from child to child, making sure
everyone in the group is careful not to drop it.

I’ll reach in and pull something out. Look, it’s an egg! I’ll pass it
around. Be careful. Don’t drop my egg. You took good care of my
egg. Now it’s your turn to think of something.
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Variations:
Pass the coffee can around to each child and let them take out an
imaginary object, play with it, and put it back in the coffee can.

I’ll pass the coffee can around and each of you can
take out your imaginary object. Show us what you
would do with it and then put it back in the
container. Pass the container to the person next to
you and see what she pulls out.
Take a real tennis ball out of the coffee can and roll it from child to child. Have each child roll it back
to you.

Remember our coffee can game? This time I’ve put something real in
the can. Can you guess what it is? I’ll shake it. What does it sound
like? A ball? It is a tennis ball. I’ll roll it to each one of you and you
can roll it back to me. That was fun!
Count the number of items in the coffee can after telling a coffee can story.

Today I brought a whole story in my coffee can. I’ll pull one item out
at a time, as I tell you the story. See if you can predict what comes
next in the story before I pull something out. Look how many things
we talked about in the story. Let’s count them.
Then hide one item. Ask the children if they know which item is missing.

I’m going to put an item behind my back. Close your eyes and don't peek. OK, I
hid one item. Now you can open your eyes. What is missing? Can you tell? You
guessed it!
Return the items to the coffee can in reverse order, asking the children to tell you what comes next.

We’ll need to put everything away so we can tell this story again sometime. Let’s
put the items back in reverse order. That means the last item to come out of the
can will be the first item to go back into the can. I’ll need your help with this. OK,
we start with [name object] and then comes [name object]—now what? We did
it in reverse order! All the items are back in the container. We played the coffee
can game. You are great at predicting what comes next!
New vocabulary words:


Coffee can



Predict



Container



Reverse



Sequence
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Creative Sun Salutations
Developed by Krissie Marty
Objective/Goal:
This is an introductory experience to support dance movements that will warm children up for
observing, performing and identifying dance concepts. Children will identify energy concepts as they
observe and perform dance movements. Teachers will have a strategy for introducing children to
exploration of movement.
At the outcome of this experience, children will have identified dance concepts and warmed up their
bodies for other dance learning experiences.
Educational Impact:







Sequencing
Decoding
Comprehension
Recall
Vocabulary

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:



Explore the instrumental music, Tracks 1-9, contained on CD 2

Materials Needed:




Cooked long noodle
Toy robot

Procedure and Process:
This experience is a creative movement version on the yoga Sun Salutation. Introduce the children to
the experience by sharing vocabulary with concrete examples using opposites. Show the children a
cooked noodle to demonstrate “loose” and a robot to demonstrate “tense.”
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Good morning, everyone. Hello.
This is the time when we say “hello” to all our friends.
I have two things here that I want you to know about.
They are here to tell us hello. A noodle and a robot.
Start by holding up the noodle and wiggling it.

This is a noodle.
The noodle will move to tell us hello.
How did it move? Is it moving in a wiggly, loose way?
Now, model the robot. Demonstrate tension; hold your arm firm as a child tries to move it. If you
need to move, use a tense, rigid quality of movement. Then show the children the toy robot and how
it moves.

I am moving like a robot.
A robot is a machine made of very hard metal. My body is hard.
Jordan, try to move my arm. See how rigid I am. It’s hard to move me.
Look at this toy robot. It moves in a very hard, strong, sharp way, too.
Give the children an opportunity to practice vocabulary in motion. Each time they move a body part
in a loose or wiggly way, comment on what you see they are doing.

Let’s all move like a noodle. I see very loose noodles.
I see floppy, wiggly noodles.
Try moving your hand like a noodle.
Move your head like a noodle and move your back like a noodle.
Ask the children to stop moving like noodles and think about moving like robots. Show them how
the arms on the toy robot do not move. Encourage the children to all move their arms like robots.
Then remind them that the robot was going to say hello. Ask them to say hello like a robot.

Let’s move like a robot. My toy robot arms do not move.
If you were a robot, Gabrielle, how would you move your arms?
That’s it. Your arms look tense and rigid.
Let’s all move like robots. Oh, I see hard, strong and tense robots.
But the robot forgot to say hello. Let’s say hello like a robot.
Once they have mastered both movements, apply the vocabulary in motion to a classroom moment.
Tell the children how someone taught you how to say hello to the sun in the morning.
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One of my teachers once taught me how to say hello to the sun in the morning.
How can we say hello to the sun with our bodies?
I see some of you waving big hard waves and some waving little gentle waves.
I hear some of you saying hello in a loud voice.
And some of you are saying hello in a soft voice.
Direct the children’s choices to the dance concepts of energy and quality of movement.

I’d like us to say hello in many different ways.
How can we say hello to the sun in a noodle-y way that is loose?
How can we say hello to the sun like a robot in a tense way?
You are all doing that so well.
Let’s pretend we are the wind. How would the wind say hello to the sun?
That’s one way, Javier.
You are doing a big, wide sweeping movement with your hand.
What if you were a little leaf shaking on a tree?
How would you say hello to the sun?
Notice how well the children are grasping the concepts of dance movement and add prompts for
additional exploration when they seem ready.

Maria, that is a very soft, gentle way you are moving your hand.
You look like a leaf saying hello to the sun.
This exploration can be done with one hand waving in the same way each time, with only the energy
of movement changing. Such a choice is appropriate and allows the teacher to focus on the main
dance concept.
Variations:
The children may be ready to combine elements, especially if they have had experience with using
different body parts and other dance concepts such as level, direction, or tempo. This will increase
the children’s movement range and options for creative choices. In this case, prompts may include
waving with two hands, waving high and low, waving sideways, or waving with your head, legs, or
whole body.

Let’s try using other body parts to say hello to the sun and try moving in different
ways like high and low, backward, forward, sideways, or fast and slow.
Wave with two hands. Wave high, now wave low.
Wave sideways.
Show me how you can wave with your head.
Wave with your legs. Now wave hello with your whole body!
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This experience can also be built into a dance phrase by sequencing movements from the children’s
choices. To comprehend the contrasting concepts, it is beneficial to experience the different energies
in motion one right after another. Here are four examples of dance phrase sequences.


Noodle Hello; Robot Hello



Noodle Hello; Noodle Hello; Robot Hello; Robot Hello



Noodle Hello (arm); Robot Hello (arm); Noodle Hello (whole body); Robot Hello
(whole body)



Noodle Hello (from Oscar); Robot Hello (from Cassidy); Noodle Hello (from
Zach); Robot Hello (from Skylar)

When we follow a sequence of movements that we have decided on before we
dance, we are performing a dance phrase. Let’s try some dance phrases today.
Do a noodle hello, then a robot hello.
Now add two noodle hellos and two robot hellos. You are so good at this.
Let’s add a noodle hello with our arms and a robot hello with our arms.
Now repeat that sequence.
Wow, that was hard, and you did it!
Now I’ll call on some people to show us hello in different ways.
Oscar - noodle hello.
Cassidy - robot hello.
Zach - noodle hello
Skylar - robot hello.
New Vocabulary Words:






Loose
Tense
Sharp
Wiggle
Rigid

Add other words as you encourage more movements: smooth, bounce, jerk, float, glide, light, heavy,
shake, vibrate, punch, suspend, press.
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Gestures about Yourself
Developed by Victoria Brown
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience to help children learn to think critically as they use their prior knowledge
and imagination to create hand gestures that describe themselves. At the outcome of this
experience, children will be able to identify themselves and others in terms of descriptive gestures as
an alternative to using words or names to identify each other.
Educational Impact:





Critical thinking
Comprehension
Recall

Materials needed:



Optional: A full length mirror so children can see/observe themselves.

Procedure and Process:
Talk with the children about individual personal characteristics, beginning with some of your own.
Indicate that you wear glasses, have short hair, or like to swim. Choose a personal gesture that
represents you.
Now my hands will show you something about how I look.
See, I wear glasses and my hands can show you that I wear glasses.
That is the way I say my name with my hands.
It is another way I can identify myself and others.
Help each child find a gesture all his or her own. The gesture could indicate any physical
characteristic, something the child likes to eat, or something the child likes to do. The gesture you
decide upon will represent that child. It will become his or her name gesture.
Let’s find ways of saying your name with your hands.
[Name of child] has curly hair.
Maybe this could be our way of saying his name.
[Name of another child], she likes to draw pictures.
Maybe this could be our way of saying her name with our hands.
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Does anyone have a way of saying his or her name with his or her hands?
Oh, I see, Jackie, you can identify yourself by showing us you wear a dress.
Use your gesture to greet a child and have the child greet you back. When the children become used
to their personal gestures, you can call the roll using gestures. This is an excellent concentration
exercise for the children.
Remember when we learned how to say, “Hello” by talking with our hands?
Can you say “Hello” to me and tell me who you are with your hands?
Let’s try it.
I’ll say “Hello” and tell you my name, and you say “Hello” and tell me your name.
New Vocabulary Words:


Gesture



Identify
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Imaginary Gift
Developed by Michele Valeri
Objective/Goal:
This is a closure experience that supports creative representation and problem solving. At the
outcome of this experience, children will be able to use their thinking skills to identify what they
would like to have as a gift, draw an imaginary door to a place to store their gift, go through the
steps of opening a package to find a surprise, and then reverse the process.
Educational Impact:






Prediction
Vocabulary
Comprehension
Left and right orientation

Procedure and Process:
Have the children create an imaginary door by copying your actions. Draw an imaginary line up from
the floor to over your head — that’s one side of the door. Then, draw the line across to make the top;
then take the line down to form the other side of the door. Draw a doorknob.
I’m going to give each of you an imaginary gift.
It’s in our imaginary closet.
Let’s draw it together.
Explain to the children that this door is a closet door. Grab the doorknob and open the door. Put your
hand up and find a shelf. On the shelf you’ll find a box.
You’ve made a closet door!
Grab the doorknob and pull the door open.
Look up – there’s a shelf with a box on it!
Have each child reach up in the closet he or she has created and take a box down off the shelf. In the
box is “The Gift.” Ask the children to think about what might be in the box. It can be anything they
like.
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R-e-a-c-h up and take the box down from the shelf.
It’s your gift.
What do you think it is?
Think about what you would really like it to be.
Then have the children take the lids off their boxes together and look inside. Tell the children that
you got what you had always wanted.
Now, take off the lid and look inside.
Oh – you got just what you wanted!
Take out your gift and show me what you’ve got.
Take your gift out of the box and show it to them. Ask what they got. There will be general noise as
the children all talk at once about their gifts. Give them a few seconds to “show” you what they
found.
Now, it’s time to put the gift away.
Put it back in the box.
Put on the lid.
Put the box back up on the shelf – reach, reach.
PULL the closet door closed.
Then have the children put the gifts back in the boxes; put the lid on the box, put the box on the
shelf, and close the door. Then erase the door, going up one side, across the top, and down the other
side of the door. The last thing to erase is the doorknob.
We don’t need that door anymore.
What should we do with it?
Let’s erase it – and don’t forget the doorknob.
New Vocabulary Words:


Closet



Doorknob



Imaginary



Gift



Lid
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Moving Shapes
Developed by Wolf Trap Artists
Objective/Goal:
This is a movement introductory experience of warm-ups to prepare children for other activities.
Educational Impact:








Listening
Following directions
Left and right orientation
Drawing circles
Counting
Opposites

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:




CD 2, Track 1 – “This Old Man (Dixieland)”
CD 2, Track 2 – “This Old Man (Hot Samba)”

Materials Needed:



Optional: drum or tambourine

Procedure and Process:
Give the children a movement command such as “walk,” “move your whole body,”
or “crawl.” Use a drum or tambourine to cue the children to “freeze” or “hold the
shape.” When the children stop moving, ask them what has happened to their
bodies. Help them to determine that they have created a shape.
Then go back to the movement, encouraging them to hold whatever shapes their
bodies are in when you call, “Shape!” When a movement is stopped in space, its
shape is very clear. It may help to have the children imagine you are taking a
photo. Tell them that their shape is the picture.
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We are going to walk around the room.
When you hear my drum beat two times, like this,
you stop and freeze in your space.
What shape did your body freeze into?
Look around you.
What other shapes do you see our friends have frozen into?
That looks like a V shape with your feet far apart.
Now let’s think about what other shapes your body can make and let’s move
around again.
Remember to walk and stop when my drum beats two times.
Let’s go!
Speed up the shapes or frozen statues by going from shape to shape, beating the drum or
tambourine to change the cue. Encourage the children to change their shapes from high to low to
use different body parts and to change the direction of their movements. This activity is good to do
in groups, so that everyone can see different shapes.
Now add descriptive words to the shape. As leader, call out:

You are so good at making body shapes.
Let’s see if we can make a twisty shape this time.
Make a twisty shape, a big shape, a curvy shape, an open shape.
This is a physical way to give meaning to these words. When the children are comfortable with these
motions, you can add emotions to the shapes; suggest the children make a “happy shape” or “sad
shape” or “angry shape”. Remind them to use their whole bodies, not just their faces.
Variations:
Group Shape: A group shape is a way of making two or more individual shapes become one. Have the
children start with a partner. Ask each child to create a shape and find a way to combine this shape
with the partner’s shape. Encourage them to change the group shape several times. Again, you may
want to “take pictures” to help them freeze their shapes. You may wish to divide the class in half so
that one group performs and the other is the audience. After one performance, switch groups.

Now let’s see if we can choose partners and make shapes together.
Karen, it looks like you want to make shapes with Chrissy.
I’ll use my pretend camera and take your pictures when you freeze in partner
shapes.
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Sticky/Smooth
Developed by Michael Littman
Objective/Goal:
This is an introductory warm-up experience supporting creative representation. At the outcome of
this experience, children will use their imaginations to create an appropriate way of releasing energy
and relaxing.
Educational Impact:






Vocabulary
Comprehension
Phonological awareness
Prediction

Procedure and Process:
Experience Procedures:
Rub your hands together as you say “smooth,” changing the inflection in your voice each time you
repeat the word. Have the children say the word with you as you gesture.
Rub your hands together and say
SMOOOOOOOOOOTH.
SMOOOOOOOOOOTH!!!
SMOOOOOOOOOOOOTH!!!!!!!!!!!
You may say “smooth” as many times as you like. Generally, three or four times is most effective.
At an unexpected moment, say the word “sticky” and let your hands become stuck together. Work at
pulling your hands apart as you pretend they are stuck. Release your hands and make a sound of
relief, “AAAAAHHHH!!!!”
I wonder when it’s going to get sticky…
STICKY! STICKY!
Pull hard! Try to get your hands apart.
AAHHHHH!
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Variation:
Try the warm-up with different body parts: hand on knee; foot on foot; or hands on head. Get one of
the children to say the word “sticky,” using a leading question as a cue. For example, “What does
chewing gum feel like? Or taffy? Or candy?”
New Vocabulary Words:
 Sticky
 Smooth
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Storytelling with Sound Effects
Developed by Wolf Trap Teaching Artists
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience that expands on children’s literature to help children become involved in
comprehending and telling a story by adding sound effects. At the outcome of this experience,
children will be able to discriminate among some sounds, create sound effects, and associate sounds
with specific objects.
Educational Impact:







Auditory discrimination
Phonological awareness
Critical thinking
Comprehension
Recall

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:







CD 2, Track 25 – “Howling Wind Soundscape”
CD 2, Track 29 – “Barnyard Sounds”
CD 2, Track 31 – “Household Sounds”
CD 2, Track 32 – “Vehicle Sounds”
CD 2, Track 34 – “Boing Boing Rhythm Sound”

Materials Needed:





A story book with potential sound effects, such as Peace at Last by Jill Murphy (New York:
Penguin Putnam, 1982)
Optional: recorded sound effects
For variations: blanket prop

Procedure and Process:
Read the story to the children. Stop and discuss the pictures as you go along. In Peace at Last, the
Bear family goes to bed for the night, but Mr. Bear can’t sleep. Every time he tries to fall asleep, he is
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distracted by noises. In his own room, his wife’s snoring keeps him awake. He moves to his son’s
room, where Baby Bear is making airplane sounds. The process continues from the living room, to
kitchen, to backyard, to car, and then back to the house.
Peace at Last is an excellent introduction to sound effects stories, because the sounds are the focal
point of the narrative. Once you have read the story to the children, discuss the various sounds in the
text. Talk about noises they hear at night that keep them awake. How does a refrigerator hum? Do
their refrigerators hum? For hearing impaired children, use gestures to symbolize the sounds or have
them feel vibrations.
What noises do you hear at night, when you’re lying in bed?
Do noises keep you awake sometimes?
Practice doing the sounds with the children. Then read the story again, with you playing the role of
Mr. Bear. Have the children do the sounds, as Mr. Bear travels from place to place being rudely
awakened or kept awake by the noises.
Here’s Mr. Bear in the living room trying to sleep.
Can you make the sound of the clock? How does it go?
Tick, tock, tick, tock.
And the cuckoo? Say, “Cuckoo! Cuckoo!”
You, as Mr. Bear: I just can’t seem to get to sleep.
[Mrs. Bear snores loudly]
That’s too much noise for me.
I don’t believe it. There are cats in this yard, meowing!!
I’ve got to get some sleep.
Variations:
Using a blanket as a prop, actually travel around the room as Mr. Bear. Decide with the children
where the bedrooms, the living room, the kitchen, the backyard and the car will be in the classroom.
Divide the children into small groups, and have each group do the sounds of a particular location.
Then do the story, narrating as you move from space to space being awakened by the children
making noises.
If dividing them into smaller groups is not feasible, have the children do all the sounds as one group.
Stay in one place, which will serve as all the story locations. Get up each time Mr. Bear does, and say,
“Oh, no! That’s too much noise for me,” as Mr. Bear does, and move around the children, always
coming back to the same location.
I’ll just go sleep in the car.
Well, it is a little crowded and cold. But I don’t care. I have got to get some sleep.
I don’t believe it. The birds are singing! The sun is shining!
OH NO, I don’t like this!
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Select one of the children to be Mr. Bear. Act out the story with that child moving from location to
location. Pick other children for the roles of Mrs. Bear and Baby Bear. They will do the sounds of
snoring and the airplane while the rest of the class does the room sounds and the outdoor noises.
I’ll need someone to be Mr. Bear.
Who remembers what Mr. Bear says in the story?
And where does he go first when his wife is making so much noise?
So he went to sleep in Baby Bear’s room.
But Baby Bear was pretending to be an airplane.
[airplane sound from the children]
And Mr. Bear said, “OH, NO! I DON’T LIKE THIS!”
And after Baby Bear’s room, where does he go?
I’ll need someone to be Baby Bear. How does the airplane noise go?
Who wants to be Baby Bear?
When Mr. Bear goes to sleep in the car, the sun comes out and begins to shine. The children can say
the words “shine, shine,” even though they are not really sounds. Saying the words while doing a sunrising movement will be effective in the context of the story.
Record a radio version of the story. The children can do all the dialogue as well as the sound effects,
while you function as the narrator; or, make a mime version using gestures and facial expressions.
New Vocabulary Words:
 Sound effects
 Snoring
Adapting Stories to Tell with Sound Effects: Many stories lend themselves to the use of sound effects.
Remember to read the story to the children before inserting the sound effects. Here are some stories
you might adapt:


Ask Mr. Bear by Marjorie Flack (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1971)



Henny Penny by Paul Galdoni (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1968)



Little Old Lady and the Pig Traditional folk tale



The Rooster Who Set Out To See the World by Eric Carle (New York: Franklin Watts, 1971)



The Three Billy Goats Gruff Use your favorite edition.



Too Much Noise by Ann McGovern (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1967)



The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle (New York: Harper’s Inc., 1980)



Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People’s Ears by Verna Aardema (New York: Penguin Putnam, 1978)
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NOTES
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Funded by the National Endowment for the Arts, an independent federal agency

2009-2010 Early Arts Learning Pilot Project Description
Funds from a National Endowment for the Arts grant supported the Wolf Trap Early Learning
Through the Arts Early Arts Learning (EAL) Pilot Project in 2009-2010. The EAL Pilot Project aligned
residency strategies and developed content to support children’s arts learning related to early
childhood performing arts standards. The goal of the EAL Pilot Project is to develop early childhood
teachers’ awareness and capacity to identify and implement arts-related instruction, and
subsequently, to recognize children’s progress toward acquiring skills and knowledge in the arts.
Wolf Trap Teaching Artists received professional development to support their implementation of the
EAL Pilot Project that included arts learning workshops and classroom residencies for early childhood
teachers. The Teaching Artists’ professional development and project implementation process
included:








Deconstructing performing art forms into fundamental skills;
Developing Content Experience Units that delineated a step-by-step instruction
process supporting specific performing arts curriculum standards;
Creating a workshop design focused on the fundamental skills of each art form;
Partnering with classroom teachers to implement residency lessons
incorporating multiple Content Experiences directed toward a specific focus;
Transferring performing arts instructional skills from the Teaching Artist to the
classroom teacher that supported professional development and direct
instruction for children; and
Supporting the classroom teacher in adapting the performing arts instructional
skill in the classroom and workshop setting.

The Wolf Trap Institute partnered with the following early childhood organizations to conduct
Classroom Residencies, Field Trip Performances, and Professional Development Workshops:
Baltimore City Head Start, United Planning Organization, Community Academy Public Charter
Schools, District of Columbia Public Schools, Fairfax County Office for Children Head Start Program,
and Fairfax County Public Schools.
Dr. Douglas Klayman of Social Dynamics, LLC, and his team conducted an independent formative and
summative evaluation and assessment of children’s learning in alignment with local/state and
national arts education standards as result of participation in the EAL Pilot Project .
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Glossar y of Terms
▲-indicates that the definition is from the D.C. Office of the State Superintendent of Education: Arts
Education Standards
http://www.osse.dc.gov/seo/frames.asp?doc=/seo/lib/seo/standards/arts/artsstandards2008.pdf
■-indicates that the definition is from the Maryland State Department of Education Standards
Voluntary State Curriculum: Fine Arts http://mdk12.org/instruction/curriculum/arts/index.html, 2008
Descriptive Language Strategy
Describing what you see, hear, or feel without using qualifiers such as “like” or “dislike” (e.g. “I see Jo
wiggling on a low level.”) This strategy offers a neutral response to the person being assessed,
reinforces the skills that are being assessed, and offers the opportunity for continued learning for the
group as well as the individual.
Dynamics
The volume of sound, the loudness or softness (loud vs. quiet) of a musical passage ■
Varying degrees of volume in the performance of music ▲
Improvisation
The act of creating and performing spontaneously in the fine arts ■
Improvise
To spontaneously invent and perform ▲
Level
The height of the dancer in relation to the floor
High: moving by standing straight or on one’s toes
Middle: moving with knees or body bent
Low: moving close to or on the ground ▲
Locomotor
Movement that travels from one location to another or in a pathway through space ▲
Movement through space involving a change in location, a moving base involving a progressive
relocation of the body in space (the basic locomotor steps are walk, run, leap, hop, and jump;
irregular rhythmic combinations are skip, slide, and gallop) ■
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Non-locomotor
Movement that remains in place, movement that does not travel from one location to another or in a
pathway through space ▲
Movement occurring above a stationary base; movement of the body around its own axis (also called
axial movement, it includes bending, stretching, pushing, pulling, bouncing, swinging, shaking, and
twisting) ■
Pitch
The location of a note related to its highness or lowness ▲
The highness or lowness of sound determined by its frequency of vibration ■
Rhythm
The combinations of long and short, even or uneven sounds that convey a sense of movement in
time ▲
The patterning or structuring of time through movement or sound ▲
Combinations of long and short sounds that convey a sense of movement; pertaining to everything
having to do with the time aspect of music ■
Self Space (Personal Space)
The area or space directly surrounding one’s body extending as far as a person can reach ▲
Tempo
The pace or speed of movement or music▲
The speed at which a piece of music is performed ■
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Exploring Body Shape While Utilizing High, Middle and
Low Levels
Developed by Amanda Layton
Early Arts Learning Pilot Project 2009-2010
Objective/Goal:
This experience is an introduction to body shape and body design in space. These are fundamental
dance elements, and are prerequisites to executing movement elements in performing dance.
Educational Impact:







Comprehension
Body awareness
Learning shapes
Space and levels
Following instructions

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:



CD 2, Track 2 – “This Old Man (Hot Samba)” This is percussive music that can be used for freezes.

Procedure and Process:
Step One: Using observation to define body shape in space.
With your children, explore body shapes on a low level.
Looking around, I see that everyone is sitting a little differently. I see
some dancers are sitting with their legs out straight and others are
sitting with their legs crossed. When I count to three, can you find a
different way to sit? What about another way? Freeze! Let me see your
new body shape. You have made different shapes with your body. I see
some shapes with twisted arms and some with curved backs.
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Step Two: Body shapes can change level- experiment with choices.
Explore a variety of shapes on different levels with the children.
When I count to three, can you show me a body shape that is up high?
That is great. Can you think of a new body shape, one you have never
made before? Wow, I see curvy arms, I see straight legs. Can you make
a body shape that is even taller? How high can you make your body
shape? Freeze it so I can see it! These are great high shapes. Can you
show me a low shape with your body again? Quick, another high shape!
Freeze it so I can really see your body shape! If this shape is frozen up
high, and this one is frozen down low [demonstrate for the children]
then what would a shape in the middle would look like? Can you show
me a middle shape?
Step Three: Define and Evaluate.
Teach the children this chant using steady beat either on their laps or marching in their feet:
Body shape, body shape freeze for me
Body shape, body shape what’s it going to be?
Freeze your body [say “high,” “middle,” or ”low”]
This is great as an assessment tool. You can pick a high, middle, or low level, and let the children
demonstrate whether they can make a body shape on that level.
Closure:
Ask the children to create their own body shape on any level. Move through the classroom, using
descriptive language, and identify what you are seeing.
I see Margo has chosen her body shape on a low level. I see her back is
curved and her arms are spread long and flat on the floor. I see Michael
has frozen his body shape on a high level. I see he is balancing on one
foot and his arms are twisted.
Overall Assessment (How will I know the children got it?):
Do the children make choices with their bodies and maintain their shape? Can the children identify
and differentiate body shape in high, middle, and low space?
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Modifications:
Different age group: For much younger children, it might be necessary to work mostly on the
extremities (high and low) before introducing middle. If “middle” is a new concept, be prepared to
model it first.
Special needs: For special needs children with movement restrictions, consider working on the
concept of shape with their arms. For example, arms create a shape up high, and arms create a shape
down low.
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Finding the Pitch
Developed by Kofi Dennis
Early Arts Learning Pilot Project 2009-2010
Objective/Goal:
Through proper breathing exercises, with corresponding body movements, the children will learn to
sing in their head voices and to sing through a scale.

Prerequisites for this experience (What do children need to know before this experience?):




Awareness of voice and body
The concept of breathing in and out

Educational Impact:





Awareness of voice and body
Imitation
Imagination

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:




CD 2, Track 11 – “Body Part Scale”
CD 2, Track 37 – “Slide Whistle Sound”

Materials Needed:







Hoberman Sphere
Balloon
Slide whistle
Pictures
Hand drum

Procedure and Process:
For these breathing and voice exercises, you may use the slide whistle to practice going from low to
high octave, and high to low octave.
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Step One:
Use a balloon or the Hoberman Sphere as a visual guide for children to practice breathing. Have the
children touch their ribs and feel their diaphragms expanding and contracting. Inhale through your
nose and exhale through your mouth to the count of four beats.
Step Two:
Let children listen to the scale on CD, glockenspiel, or the talking drum.
DO-RE-MI-FA-SO-LA-TI-DO
DO-TI-LA-SO-FA-MI-RE-DO
Step Three:
First, sing through the scale once using the body parts. Touch toes on “Do”, heels on “Re”, knees on
“Mi”, waist on “Fa”, elbows on “So”, shoulders on “La”, head on “Ti”, and raise hands on the final “Do”.
DO-RE-MI-FA-SO-LA-TI-DO
DO-TI-LA-SO-FA-MI-RE-DO
Then, substitute body part names for the words of the scale:
Toes-Heels-Knees-Waist-Elbows-Shoulders-Head-Hands!
Hands-Head-Shoulders-Elbows-Waist-Knees-Heels-Toes!
Closure:
Sing through the scale once more. Let children sit with legs stretched as they touch corresponding
body parts.
Overall Assessment (How will I know the children got it?):
The children will imitate the process.
Variations:
Try some additional vocal exercises using familiar traditional tunes, such as:
Head, shoulders, knees and toes, knees and toes.
Head, shoulders, knees and toes, knees and toes,
Eyes, and ears, and mouth, and nose.
Head, shoulders, knees and toes, knees and toes!
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Or:
Head, head, ears, ears,
Shoulders, shoulders, nose, nose,
Waist, waist, knees, knees,
Ankles, ankles, toes. [repeat 2x]
Fingers, wrists and
Two elbows, and
Eyes that see and hair that grows!
Head, head, ears, ears,
Shoulders, shoulders, nose, nose,
Waist, waist, knees, knees,
Ankles, ankles, TOES!
JUMP!
[sung to the tune of the Allegro movement of Mozart’s Serenade No. 13 for strings in
G Major, also known as Eine kleine Nachtmusik]
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Here Is a Box
Developed by Katherine Lyons
Early Arts Learning Pilot Project 2009-2010
Objective/Goal:
Children will use gesture to represent real objects. As characters of the story are introduced, the
children will visualize and create them through movement and sound, working with different tempo
rhythms (slow/fast) and sizes (small/large).

Prerequisites of this experience (What do children need to know before this experience?):




What is a character?
Real vs. imaginary

Educational Impact:






Prediction
Shapes and sizes
Numbers and counting
Memory and recall

Materials Needed:




A large box
A storybook such as Anansi and the Moss-Covered Rock by Eric Kimmel (New York: Live Oak
Media, 1991)

Procedure and Process:
Step One:
Show big box. Talk about size, shape, weight. Shake it. With the children, make predictions about
what is inside.
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Step Two:
I have another box. It’s a magic box that you can’t see. It’s behind my
back. [Count to three and then take it out] See if you have one behind
your back. Let’s take them out together. One, two, three.
I have a box
The box has a top
Let’s peek inside
And then we’ll stop.
There’s a____ in there [find the first character in the story you’re using,
such as a spider for Anansi]
Without any doubt
Let’s take off the top
And let the ____ come out. [Make a spider with fingers]
He’s crawling up on my head. Get off my head, spider!
[Allow children to suggest different body parts]
He’s going slow, slow, slow, now faster and faster and faster.
Quick! Put him back in your box. Put the top on.
Step Three:
Continue with the other characters in sequence. After the first one, stand up and use full body
movement. When the character goes back in the box, we sit back down. Each time, look into the
magic box and remember who is still in there.
Closure:
Now let’s put the boxes away behind our backs. One, two three –
they’ve disappeared. Brush off the magic powder from our hands. Now
clean it up off the floor and throw it at my big box. We’ll see what
magic comes out of this one now.
Introduce the props for the characters out of the large box you used in the
beginning.
Overall Assessment (How will I know the children got it?):
They will be able to remember each time what characters are in the magic box and count how many
there are. When character props are introduced out of the real box, they will remember the
movements.
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I’m Walking, Walking, Walking
Developed by Katherine Lyons
Early Arts Learning Project 2009-2010
Objective/Goal:
To explore different locomotor movements of characters in sequence, introducing the elements of
“freeze” or “stop.”

Prerequisites of this experience (What do children need to know before this experience?):



A brief introduction to the characters in the story.

Educational Impact:





Prediction
Memory and recall
Following instructions

Materials Needed:




A storybook such as Anansi and the Moss-Covered Rock by Eric Kimmel (New York: Live Oak
Media, 1991)
Optional: word cards or pictures from the book

Procedure and Process:
Step One:
Introduce the first character from the story you’re using.
Anansi the Spider is going for a walk. Come walk with him. Stand up
and show me how he moves his arms and legs.
[sing or chant] I’m walking, walking, walking,
I’m walking, walking, walking,
I’m walking, walking, walking
Now I stop. [tap knees]
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Step Two:
Who is the next character in the story? Show me how the Lion would
move.
Repeat the first step, substituting the words “pouncing, pouncing” for “walking, walking.” Do the
chant with a big Lion voice. Repeat for each character, choosing movements for Lion, Elephant,
Hippo, Giraffe, and Little Bush Deer. (Little Bush Deer is very, very quiet.)
Step Three:
Show me how we could do walking, walking, walking with just our hands.
[repeat using only hands on knees]
Now slower. Now let’s do running, running, running.
Closure:
I’m sitting, sitting, sitting,
I’m sitting, sitting, sitting,
I’m sitting, sitting, sitting,
Now I stop.
Overall Assessment (How will I know the children got it?):
They are able to demonstrate and create animal movements. They are able to follow directions and
participate in the song.
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Musical Rain
Developed by Mary Gresock
Early Arts Learning Pilot Project 2009-2010
Objective/Goal:
In order to begin to reach a level of musical improvisation, sounds made by children on their own
bodies will serve as the point of departure. The children will explore sounds through a familiar song
about a subject (rain) with which they can immediately relate. This particular experience also offers an
opportunity for the children to experience and play with musical dynamics (quiet and loud) through
both singing and body sounds.
Prerequisites of this experience (What do children need to know before this experience?):



Optional: The song “Rain Rain Go Away”.
Rain, rain, go away,
Come again some other day,
Little Johnny wants to play
Rain, rain, go away.

Educational Impact:




Memory and recall
Imagination

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:



CD 2, Track 24 – “Storm Soundscape” Use to set the tone or as background for body sounds.

Materials Needed:





A rain stick, or a homemade version (a cardboard tube taped closed with seeds or dry beans
inside)
Optional: a small spray bottle of water
Optional: any story that involves a rain storm such as The Eensy Weensy Spider by Mary Ann
Hoberman (New York: Little, Brown and Company, 2004), Little Cloud by Eric Carle (New York:
Penguin Putnam, 1996), or Rabbits and Raindrops by Jim Arnosky (New York: Penguin Putnam,
2001)
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Procedure and Process:
Step One:
Ask the children to close their eyes and listen to the sound of a rain stick, and then ask them to identify
the source of the sound. (Another option would be to show children a picture of a rainstorm and ask
them to identify what they see.)
Step Two:
Invite the children to think of a familiar song about rain, or one that has the word “rain” in it. If they
don’t mention “Rain, Rain, Go Away,” eventually guide them toward this song either by either
humming or singing it.
Step Three:
After singing “Rain, Rain, Go Away” together, invite the children to think of ways to show light
raindrops with their hands. Choose one child’s version, and try that body sound all together while
singing the song. You may also have children sing the song while doing their own individual choices
of raindrop body sounds. Another option would be to ask the children if they would like to feel the
raindrops. Using a spray bottle, gently spray children as they sing the song quietly with quiet
raindrops.
Step Four:
Ask the children how heavy rain might be created with their hands. Choose one child’s version, and
try that body sound all together while singing the song. You may also have children sing the song
while doing their own individual body sounds. Ask the children if and how the raindrop sounds are
different from the heavy rain sounds. (The children may need to be reminded that “heavy rain
singing” does not mean shouting.) Use the words quiet and loud to describe the contrasting musical
dynamics.
Closure:
In order to create a musical rainstorm composition, all sing song in the following sequential pattern:


Rain stick, then raindrops version



Rain stick, then heavy rain version



Rain stick, then raindrops version



Finish with the rain stick

In other words, play or ask one or more children to play the rain stick once through right before each
version of the song, and then once more after singing the last version.
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Overall Assessment (How will I know the children got it?):
Children will sing and use body sounds that align with both the quietness of the raindrops and the
loudness of the heavy rain while performing the song.
Modification:
Different age group: Older children may choose body sounds for three types of rain – raindrops,
shower, and heavy rain.
Variations:


Substitute one of the children’s names into the lyrics each time the song is
sung.



Divide the class in half, and assign each half a specific way to sing the song –
either like raindrops (quietly), or like heavy rain (loudly).



Vary the sequential order of the composition.



Put the raindrops and heavy rain in other parts of the body such as the feet (for
example, tiptoe for raindrops or march in place for heavy rain).
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Steady Beat
Developed by Kofi Dennis
Early Arts Learning Pilot Project 2009-2010
Objective/Goal:
To prepare children to keep a steady beat while performing.

Prerequisites of this experience (What do children need to know before this experience?):




Awareness of voice and body
Simple breathing exercises

Educational Impact:




Awareness of voice and body
Rhythm and patterns

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:




CD 1, Track 7 – “Steady Beat Medley”
CD 1,Track 8 – “Who’s a Good Watcher”

Materials Needed:




Hand drums
Rhythm sticks

Procedure and Process:
Step One:
Demonstrate for the children how to tap on their body parts, starting on their laps, to a set of four
counts. Say “and” with your hands raised, then the number as you tap:
And one, and two, and three, and four, and one, and two, and three…
Find an interesting way to switch the body parts without breaking the pattern.
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Step Two:
Let children stand up on their feet to tap the beat with the “Steady Beat Medley.” Chant or sing:
Steady beat, with my feet,
Steady beat, with my feet,
Steady beat, with my feet,
Steady beat, with my feet,
[spoken] Steady, steady, steady, steady.
Step Three:
You may repeat this process on different parts of the body, like elbows (flap your elbows), shoulders
(shrug your shoulders), or eyes (blink your eyes). You can also use a chant like:
Who’s a good watcher, watcher, watcher,
Who’s a good watcher, show me now!
Tap on the chosen body part to mark the steady beat of that chant.
Closure:
While you play the steady beat with the drum, let the children sit cross-legged, have them place their
hands on their hearts, and sing softly:
Steady beat, in my heart
Steady beat, in my heart,
Steady beat, in my heart,
Steady beat, in my heart,
[whispered] Steady, steady, steady, steady.
Overall Assessment (How will I know the children got it?):
Children will imitate the steady beat model in time with the
beat of the drum.
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Sweetly Sing the Animals
Developed by Mary Gresock
Early Arts Learning Pilot Project 2009-2010
Objective/Goal:
In order to begin to reach a level of musical improvisation, vocal sounds will serve as the point of
departure. Through this experience, children will explore variations of sounds, and then sequence
these sounds into a visual representation of their own original sound patterns. By using this particular
song, familiar sounds can be used before going on to more abstract sounds.
Prerequisites of this experience (What do children need to know before this experience?):




Familiarity with the song, “Sweetly Sings the Donkey” and the finger-play related to it, or another
familiar song which involves animals, such as “Old MacDonald”
The ability to identify animals related to the chosen story through the use of illustrations or
props, and to imitate sounds made by the animals in these illustrations or props

Educational Impact:





Awareness of voice and body
Imitation/imagination
Memory and recall

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:



CD 1, Track 9 – “Sweetly Sings the Donkey”

Materials Needed:





Illustrations or replications of animals from a chosen story that involves farm animals, such as The
Singing Chick by Victoria Stenmark (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1999), or Barnyard
Banter by Denise Fleming (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 2008)
Additional animal props or pictures
Optional: a container or bag to hold the animals
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Procedure and Process:
Step One:
Review the song “Sweetly Sings the Donkey,” and demonstrate the finger-play.
Place your hands behind your back and sway.
Sweetly sings the donkey
At the break of day
If you do not feed him, this is what he says:
Place your hands in front of your body, fingers coming together as if making a puppet:
Hee Haw, Hee Haw, Hee Haw, Hee Haw, Hee Haw
Step Two:
Briefly discuss where donkeys might be found, guiding the children to the place where the animals in
the illustrations might be found (such as a farm).
Step Three:
Invite a child to close his or her eyes and choose an illustration (or animal prop) out of the bag.
Encourage the children to identify the chosen animal and demonstrate how it sounds when it is
hungry.
Step Four:
Sing the song again, this time substituting the chosen animal for the donkey, and include that
animal’s sound instead of the donkey’s. Continue to choose other animals from the bag, substituting
each of these animals into the song as it is repeated.
Step Five:
Invite children to choose at least three of the animals (or illustrations) that have already been put into
the song, and ask them to sequence the animals (or illustrations) in any order of their choice. For
example, sing the song about the cow, then the pig, then the cat.
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Closure:
Sing the song again with the corresponding sequence of animal sounds. Use the word “animals”
instead of “donkey” in order to include all the chosen animals into the song, repeating the last line
once for each animal sound. As each animal sound in the sequence is sung, put that illustration back
into the bag. When all the animals are gone, you can finish the song with an added line (sung or
chanted):
…and they were all fed!
Overall Assessment (How will I know the children got it?):
While singing the song all together, the children will accurately imitate the sounds of the animals in
the sequences they have chosen through their own rearrangements of the illustrations.
Modifications:
Different age group: With older children, such as those in Kindergarten, individuals could be chosen
to hold the illustrations (or animal props) in a line while the class sings the animal sounds. Also, those
holding the illustrations (or animal props) could sing the animal sounds individually.
Variations:



Invite the children to continue rearranging the order of the animals, and then
sing the song again with the new animal sound sequences.



Try using a different song that involves animals, such as “Old MacDonald,” and
apply the same concept of adding and sequencing animal sounds and visuals.



Change the habitat of the animals (e.g. the zoo or forest). Have the children
draw pictures of the animals found in these new locations and invite the
children to arrange sequences of these pictures. The children will then sing the
song using these animal sounds.



Use replicas of the animals, such as plastic or stuffed animals (instead of
illustrations).
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NOTES
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Agoo Amee
Developed by Kofi Dennis
Engaging Children with Call and Response Experiences
Objective/Goal:
This call and response can be used in different situations and for several purposes, including
classroom management and gross motor coordination skill-building.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9
9

Listening skills
Patterns
Sequencing
Following directions
Steady beat

Suggestions for use with Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9

CD 1, Track 10 – “Agoo Amee”

Procedure and Process:
To introduce an engaging lesson based on “Agoo Amee,” it is necessary to explain what it means to
the children. Agoo is a West African word from Ghana that means “to pay attention, or listen.” It is a
call for attention. Amee is a response to Agoo. It means, “You have my attention.”
Then say to the class:
I am going to shout my Agoo so that you may shout your Amee. [model
this for the children]
Next I will whisper my Agoo so that you may whisper your Amee.
Next I will sing my Agoo so that you may sing your Amee.
You may wish to ask the children to suggest other ways to say “Agoo” and “Amee.” If you shout
“Agoo,” you should expect the response, “Amee,” to be shouted back. If you expect a whispered
response, you should whisper your call.
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Variation
The following variation of “Agoo Amee” is a wonderful example of gross motor coordination using a
sequential pattern.
•
•
•
•
•

•

Go through the “Agoo Amee” chant four times.
Clap your hands four times.
Cross your arms in front of your chest and tap your shoulders with your hands four times.
Make two fists in front of your chest and pump or push them outward as you blow out four
times.
Hold both fists in front of your chest, with elbows extended out to the sides, and drop one
shoulder (elbow now angling down) on one beat and then drop the other shoulder (first
elbow goes up while this one goes down) on the next beat, repeating for four beats.
Cup your hands in front of your waist like you’re holding water in your palms. Move your
hands out to your sides and up over your head to create a circle. At the bottom of the circle
(with cupped hands), make a low (“Grandpa’s voice”) AHHHH sound, getting higher (“Baby’s
voice”) as you raise your arms.
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Asking Open Questions
Developed by Karina Naumer
The Art of Successful Questioning: Fostering Child-Teacher Collaboration in the Classroom
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience that will involve children in the drama of storytelling and allow teachers to
explore child-directed learning through the use of open-ended questioning and storytelling. This
experience fosters the development of interactive strategies for learning, expanding, and adapting
stories more effectively through increased knowledge and understanding of child-directed versus
teacher-directed learning, as well as open-ended and directed-open-ended questioning. Storytelling
skills are built by identifying points of participation for children to become co-creators of the story as
it unfolds. Collaboration provides an exciting and deeply child-directed learning experience.
This experience fosters learning and development of interactive storytelling strategies that will
promote emergent literacy, critical thinking, and problem-solving skills.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9
9
9

Verbalization
Language acquisition
Imagination
Problem-solving
Rhythm
Visualization

Procedure and Process:
Within a child-centered teaching pedagogy, children’s viewpoints and interpretation of ideas become
the center of the educational experience. This pedagogy promotes child inquiry, reflection, and
problem-solving because you will be able to structure lessons where child input plays a key role.
So how can you include the children's input? Simply put, start by making sure that you ask children
open-ended questions. Let’s take a look at open and closed questions.
Closed questions are questions that have only one answer, including “yes” and “no” questions.
How old are you? What color is your shirt? What time is it?
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Open questions are questions that can have more than one answer and that encourage conversation.
How are you feeling today? Why do you think that dog in the story won’t
help the Little Red Hen plant the wheat seeds?

Teacher Experience to Identify Open and Closed Questions:
Identify the following questions or statements as either open-ended or closed-ended:

Question

Open-Ended

Closed-Ended

How many ladybugs do you see in this picture?
How is the ladybug feeling in this picture?
Have you ever felt grouchy?
What color is this animal?
Where do you find a bird in this picture?
Are you building a castle?
What is the friendly ladybug eating?
How would you describe this?
How was your weekend?
What did you do over the weekend?
Is this rough or smooth?
What does this feel like?
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Open-Ended Question Starters
Here is a list of ideas to launch open-ended questions with your class.
Questions that begin with HOW
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How can we find out…?
How can we be sure that…?
How can we (do)…?
How many ways can we…?
How did that happen…?
How do you know…?
How would you describe this?

Questions that begin with WHAT
•
•
•
•
•
•

What would happen if…?
What do you think…?
What can you tell me about…?
What do you notice about…?
What else will you do…?
What else could you try…?

Questions that begin with IF, WHY and other words
•
•
•
•

If you were to do it again, what would you do differently?
Why do you think that happened?
I wonder why…?
Does anyone have any ideas about avoiding problems like this tomorrow?

Open-ended statements
•

Tell me about….

The Skill of Questioning
Questioning within an educational setting is a skill. Like most skills, when the technique is done well,
it looks seamless or easy; however, effective questioning isn’t as easy as it might seem. As with most
skills, effective questioning takes practice. It is a process that entails asking questions; keenly listening
to responses; pulling ideas together; and responding to children's ideas, sometimes with more
questions than answers. The following exercise is designed for adult participants as a springboard to
launch a discussion about the skill of questioning.
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Teacher Experience: Questioning About a Vacation
With a partner, decide who is A and who is B.
A will question B about an enjoyable vacation using the following guidelines:
•
•
•

A will ask all the questions.
B will only respond to the questions asked, and then wait to be asked another question (no
cross-talk).
After a few minutes, the partners will switch so that B also has a chance to ask A questions
about the same topic.

To question effectively, you will need to think about the skills involved. Here is a list of some of the
things that are important to remember as well as some tips that have helped me in this work.
•
•

•

Listening
Paying careful attention to children’s responses to questions and replying accordingly. If you
don’t understand, you can always ask the child to repeat an answer. Sometimes it’s possible
miss a terrific educational opportunity by misinterpreting or reinterpreting a child’s response.
Allowing children to have the last word.

Long ago I got into the habit of repeating children’s ideas back to them. For example, a sequence of
questions with a child might go like this:
Me:

What would you name the dog?

Child:

Ra….f.

Me:

Ralph?

Child:

Yeah.

Me:

Ralph. What color fur does Ralph have?

Child:

Brown.

Me:

Brown. Does the dog have long or short ears?

Child:

Short.

Me:

Short.

Then a colleague pointed out to me that when I repeat everything, not only does it slow down the
conversation, I as teacher end up always having the last word. Originally, I had thought that this
manner of repeating was a positive way to show children that I was hearing them. However, over
time, I’ve learned more effective ways to indicate this in a format that keeps the conversation active
and moving forward. I’ve also incorporated opportunities for quiet children to speak up so all can
hear them. For example:
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Me:

What would you name your dog?

Child:

Ra….f.

Me:

Hmm I can’t quite hear you. Would you say the name of the dog a bit
louder so we can all hear you?

Child:

Ralph.

Me:

Thank you. So what color fur does Ralph have?

Child:

Brown.

Me:

Is his brown fur long or short?

Using the Technique of Paraphrasing
Paraphrasing is rephrasing what you hear in order to, usually, gain clarification (e.g. “What I am
hearing you say is…”). It can be used when a child’s reply is long and you actually need clarification in
order to respond effectively. It is also a useful technique in drama work as a means to reincorporate
children’s ideas into a creative process.
Using the Seven-second Rule
I have often heard that children need about seven seconds to process and construct an answer to a
higher-order question. If you don’t give them time to think, then your conversations with them will
remain fairly superficial.
Asking Follow-up Questions
What are the questions that you can ask children that offer them the chance to clarify a thought,
think more deeply about the question, or offer more detail? Follow-up questions indicate that you
have heard the child; you are interested, you may need clarification, and you want to know more.
Showing Interest through Body Language
How do you actively show that you are interested and engaged in the conversation? You can
demonstrate this by being aware of the children’s body language in any given situation. How does
their body language shift as they become more engaged? Note that different cultures may show
engagement in different ways.
Asking Questions That Require Active Physical Responses
When working with children, it is useful to remember that some questions ask for nonverbal, physical
responses. Young children are kinesthetic learners and need to be engaged physically, so when
working with them, keep this in mind and include questions that engage them physically. For
example, “How does the duck move? What does the rain look like when it falls to the ground? How
does the duck in our story feel right now? Show me with your body and face.”
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The Challenge of Asking Open-ended Questions
Fully incorporating a child-centered teaching style can be challenging. Sometimes, a group of young
children will want to share their ideas now and are unwilling to wait a turn. Sometimes, they will go
off on tangents that aren’t related to the topic at hand. You will want to support their oral language
development by letting them speak, but you will also want them to learn to listen to the questions
being posed and to stay on topic. Sometimes, they will raise their hands and have nothing to say.
You may also have a very young class of three-year-olds or second-language learners who have
difficulty understanding and responding to a language that is new to them.
Question to Consider:
•

What are some effective tools that we have developed to cope with some of
these challenges?

Teacher Experience: Generating Questions about a Picture
This experience is an exercise for a group of adults that will assist
you in learning to work with children. It is designed to generate a
discussion about the ways that questioning may help you fully
see details within a picture. The exercise also offers an
opportunity to consider how questions may be categorized.
You will need a picture, such as the elephant picture in the book
Olivia Saves the Circus, by Ian Falconer (New York: Simon &
Schuster, 2001). In this picture, a group of elephants are moving
in a circle inside a circus ring within a large circle tent. A pig in a
tutu (Olivia) is standing on the first elephant. An audience is
watching from raised bleachers.
Choose a leader. The leader passes the picture around so that
everyone can see it.
The leader models the next step by looking at the picture and
asking a question about it, for example, “Why does the first
elephant have his mouth open?”
The leader passes the picture around the circle again. As the
picture is being passed, each participant asks a question about it. The group does not answer the
questions; the point of this exercise is purely to generate as many questions as possible without
limiting oneself to those that would be asked of children.
When the group has generated a number of questions, the list is read out loud as the group again
looks at the picture.
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Questions to Consider:
•
•
•
•

How has this experience influenced how you view the picture?
How does questioning help you see details within a visual image?
How will the kinds of questions that you ask children influence what they see?
What categories of questions can you distinguish from the questions that the
group has generated?

Samples of Question Categories
In broad terms, questions can be put into two general categories: lower-order questions and higherorder questions. Lower-order questions often ask us to regurgitate information (i.e., fact-finding
questions). Higher-order questions ask us to do things like reflect, make conclusions, offer solutions
to problems, or draw hypotheses.
Questions may also be put into categories according to their specific functions. For example, there
are specific questions that focus on speculation or examining the consequences of an action.
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Sample Categories of Questions
Seeking Information
Questions that seek facts:

How many elephants do you see in the circus tent?
What is the pig wearing?

Questions that seek clarity:

Where do you think that the elephants might go next?
Why do you think it is dark in the circus tent?
Why is the pig standing on the head of the first
elephant?

Shaping Understanding
Questions that focus on our feeling
responses:

How do you think the first elephant feels?

Questions that examine the senses:

What do you think it smells like in the circus tent?

Pressing for Reflection
Questions that encourage supposition and
hypothesis:

What do you think that the audience thinks about the
circus based upon what you can see in the picture?

Questions that focus on future actions and
consequences:

What would happen if the elephants decided to take
over the circus and do their own show?

(Samples of types of questions are adapted from “Questions? Questions? Questions?” written by Chris Vine for the Creative
Arts Team/CUNY Artist Training, October 2001.)
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Beginning a Story with the Magic Dance Box
Developed by Laura Schandelmeier
Taking Changes, Making Dances: Strategies for Emergent Literacy through
Stories and Movement
Objective/Goal:
To use the Magic Dance Box as a tool for creative movement, descriptive language, and imagination.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9

Communication/language
Sequencing/patterns
Listening
Imagination/creative problem-solving

Suggestions for use with Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9

Explore the different instrumental and sound effects tracks on CD 2 to represent what might be in
the Magic Dance Box.

Procedure and Process:
Telling a story in the early childhood classroom can take place over several lessons using a tool
known as the “Magic Dance Box.” The Magic Dance Box is not a movement-based strategy itself;
however, when utilized in connection with various movement-based strategies, it acts as an
important precursor to the Interactive Movement Experience.
When teachers use the Magic Dance Box to facilitate a child-centered Interactive Movement
Experience, Descriptive Language Strategy can also be utilized to guide and reflect upon the
experience. (Descriptive Language Strategy is describing what you see, hear, or feel without using
qualifiers such as “like” or “dislike”, for example, “I see Jo wiggling on a low level.” This strategy offers
a neutral response to the child being assessed, reinforces the skills that are being assessed, and offers
the opportunity for continued learning for the group as well as the individual.)
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The Magic Dance Box can also be used to help children build a dance phrase (movement “sentence”)
based on the Interactive Movement Experience. It provides an excellent opportunity to design
Interactive Movement Experiences based upon vocabulary or language from a book. It can also be
used to provide the context and/or background that children need when creating dances to be
shared in the “Audience Place.”
Why the Magic Dance Box?
Children always want to know what’s in the Magic Dance Box. It piques curiosity and encourages
imagination.
It encourages verbal response; all children are encouraged to state their guess, hypothesis, or
prediction. Real magic happens when shy children begin to verbalize and ELL children speak their
non-native language.
It is easy to make. A Magic Dance Box can be made out of anything from a shoe box to a coffee can.
It also concretizes the abstract; for example, a deflated balloon can illustrate empty/full, little/big, or
flaccid/tight.
It is a multi-sensory experience – you can hold it, shake it, listen to it, look at it, and feel its weight.
It helps children take turns, to share, and to listen to each other. With a Magic Dance Box, no guess is
right or wrong unless you create limitations. Ideally, it remains limitless.
Ask the children:
What is in the Magic Dance Box that…
…begins with the letter C?
…is soft?
…is heavy?
…has to do with winter/spring/fall/summer?
…is an animal that lives in the forest/jungle/ocean?
…has the ending sound “ssssss”?
…has to do with our story?
…has been in there before?
…has four corners?
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How to Use the Magic Dance Box
Preparing the children for the Magic Dance Box experience:
Say the following each time the Magic Dance Box is used, in order to facilitate an Interactive
Movement Experience:
Who would like to see what’s in the Magic Dance Box? Whoever wants to
see what’s in the Magic Dance Box will be sitting in the circle and waiting
their turn.
Introducing the Magic Dance Box:
This is the Magic Dance Box. Shake it three times and guess what’s inside.
Pass the Magic Dance Box around the circle and listen to everyone’s guesses. Open the Magic Dance
Box and pull an object (such as a stuffed rabbit) out of the box.
Bringing a story character out of the Magic Dance Box to introduce the character through
questioning:
After all of the children have had an opportunity to guess what’s in the box, slowly peek inside. Act
surprised, delighted, excited, or in some other way that will heighten the children’s curiosity. Then
peek again and slowly lift the lid, pull out what’s inside, and reveal the character to the children.
Guide a discussion about the new discovery by asking questions.
What animal is this? Is it real or is it a toy rabbit?
Where do real rabbits live?
What do real rabbits eat?
How do rabbits move?
Jump Like a Rabbit: Using the Magic Dance Box as pretext for an Interactive Movement
Experience
After introducing the rabbit character that was hidden inside the box, it’s time to explore the way the
character moves.
Use the children’s answers to the guided questions as the foundation for the Interactive Movement
Experience.
Define the difference between a hop (on one foot) and a jump (on two feet).
Demonstrate how a rabbit jumps or ask a child to show the class how they think a rabbit jumps.
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Allow everyone an opportunity to practice the rabbit jump as it was demonstrated by you or one of
the children. Use additional, more open-ended questions to guide the children’s movement.
What are some other ways to jump like a rabbit?
What’s another part of your body that you can jump with?
Can you jump on a low level?
Can you jump backwards or sideways?
Use Descriptive Language Strategy to actively observe the movement in the room, for example,
“moving low,” “jumping high,” “forward,” or “backward.” Ask the children to recall three or four
different ways to jump like a rabbit and use that to create a dance phrase that can be repeated.
Beginning a book or story using the Magic Dance Box:
This experience could be a continuation of the previous experience, or it could happen at a different
time with another object placed in the Magic Dance Box such as a picture of a real rabbit or of a sun
or a moon.
Use language and/or concepts from your story to explain key elements such as:
After a long sunny day came the cool moon light and those rabbits went –
tip toe, tip toe, tip toe, jump.
Model the gestures for “tip toe, tip toe, tip toe, jump” with your fingertips on your lap. Give the
children a chance to repeat the gesture several times.
What other body parts could we have used to “tip toe, jump” with?
Use a drum (or clapping hands) to play the “tip toe, jump” rhythm.
Begin an exploration by tip-toe-jumping with the body parts named by the children.
Finish the exploration by tip-toe-jumping with the whole body. Again, use Descriptive Language
Strategy to actively observe the movement in the room.
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Going to the “Audience Place” (see the following experience for an expanded description)
Once the children have become familiar with the characters and the story, and have explored the
various possibilities for the characters’ movements, it’s time to share the dances they have created.
Use Descriptive Language Strategy to remind the children what they have created and to prepare
them to go into the Audience Place.
Let’s all go to the Audience Place.
Let’s all go to the Audience Place.
Let’s all go to the Audience Place, for tip-toe dances.
Ask the children to share, one to five children at a time, their tip-toe-jump dances. Again, use
Descriptive Language Strategy to actively observe the movement in the room. After each child has
had a turn, ask the children what they saw. Use questions to guide the discussion, such as:
What kind of shapes did you see?
Some children may prefer to show you what they saw, especially two- to three-year-olds.
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Establishing an Audience Place
Developed by Laura Schandelmeier
Taking Changes, Making Dances: Strategies for Emergent Literacy through Stories and
Movement
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience that will teach children to respect and appreciate the creativity of others.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9

Self-regulation
Listening
Social skills

Suggestions for use with Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9
9
9
9

CD 2, Track 3 – “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star (New Orleans)”
CD 2, Track 4 – “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star (Blues)”
CD 1, Track 5 – “Samba Le Le”
CD 2, Track 9 – “English Dance”

Procedure and Process:
Establishing the “Audience Place” provides an excellent opportunity to teach children how to show
respect and appreciation for the creativity and ideas of others. The Audience Place in the classroom is
where we share our explorations and give each other feedback using Descriptive Language Strategy.
This tool can be used when setting up opportunities for the children to share their dances with one
another. If this is the first time that the children are performing for each other, it is important to talk
about the job of the performer (to dance in the performing area without bumping into each other
and to bow at the end, when music is over) and the job of the audience (to watch the dancers and
clap when the dancers bow). Explain that clapping and bowing are the ways that performers and
audience members say “thank you” to each other.
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Begin by using the following language:
Let’s all go the Audience Place, let’s all go to the Audience Place, let’s all go
to the Audience Place for _______ Dances
[for example, “Goodbye Dances”, “Hello Dances”]
During the experience, the children sit on the floor in an area designated as the “Audience Place.”
This should be a room in which there is enough space for one to five children to dance at a time.
Ask:
How many people dance in a solo? [prompt children with fingers]
How many people dance in a duet?
How many people dance in a trio?
How many people dance in a quartet?
How many people dance in a quintet?
Decide how many children can dance at a time and repeat the question with that number.
How many people dance in a trio?
Cue the children to begin when the music is turned on, and to end when the music is turned down or
by a verbal cue like “freeze” or “stop.”
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Create Many New Great Adaptations
Developed by Sue Trainor
Great Musical Adaptations
Objective/Goal:
Beat and melody can be used as tools to lift a story off the page to create emotional connections
with the characters, the setting, and the action. Because music is so patterned, playful, and
repeatable, it makes it compelling to children to practice with phonemes and decoding.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9

Steady beat
Phonological awareness
Decoding
Comprehension

Suggestions for use with Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9

CD 2, Track 6 – “Nanfoule”

Procedure and Process:
Create musical adaptations that expand on reading a book aloud
(There are many, many options you can try; the kinds of adaptations you create will depend on your
immediate goals. Notice that this experience often focuses on one aspect of a book at a time.)
Choose a book with a line or two that repeat regularly.
When you read those lines, read them in a steady beat rhythm. The children will join you, because
you’ve made that part of the reading predictable.
Choose a familiar tune that fits the rhythm of those words, and sing them, adding motions and
encouraging the children to sing along.
Focus on one aspect of a book that you’d like to teach more about, such as planting, as introduced in
The Carrot Seed, by Ruth Krauss (New York: Harper Collins, 2004).
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Ask the children what the boy did to take care of the plant, and to create motions for those actions.
Use a substitution song to pretend that you are all planting, too. For example, “This is the way we
plant the seeds, plant the seeds, plant the seeds.”
Ask the children to imagine that they are little seeds, and to choose a motion for growing roots that
uses their whole bodies. Now ask them to choose one for growing a stem, for growing leaves, and for
blooming flowers. Create a dance accompanied by recorded music, using those motions.
Perhaps the setting of a garden is unfamiliar. Use props or pictures to expand knowledge and explore
observations. A cumulative song might work well to review the new information. For example, you
could sing to the tune of “The Green Grass Grows All Around”:
In the garden, there was some dirt
The dirtiest dirt that you ever did see
Dirt in the garden and the garden in the yard
And the children plant all around, all around
And the children plant all around
And in that dirt, there was a seed,
The tiniest seed that you ever did see
Seed in the dirt and the dirt in the garden…
Extend the book by inviting the children to contribute their own experiences. What do they plant at
their houses? To “Old MacDonald”:
Julio he had a garden
E-I-E-I-O
and in his garden he planted beans
E-I-E-I-O
You can also focus on the characters of a book, such as the ones in I Went Walking by Sue Williams
(New York: Harcourt, 1992). Play singing games with the characters.
Charlie over the ocean, Charlie over the sea
Charlie caught a black cat, can’t catch me.
Make a game like “Duck Duck Goose” to go along with the song. (See also the experience “Charlie
Over the Ocean” on page 8 in the “Classic Wolf Trap Experiences” section of this book.)
Extend the story by taking your own walk in the school, around the block, through the zoo, or to the
pond. Sing (to the same “Charlie” tune):
I went walking [echo]
What did you see? [echo]
I saw a _______ looking at me.
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Create adaptations that help children differentiate between sounds
For example, if you’re studying the letter “B”:
•
•
•

Sing “Baa Baa Black Sheep.”
Create a motion that can be done quickly with the song – preferably one that begins with “B”.
Ask the children to do the motion (e.g., bend knees, hand, finger, or arm) when they hear the
“b” sound at the beginning of a word. Repeat the song with the motion.

To work with the concepts of “same” and “different”, or pitch (high/low) or dynamics (loud/quiet):
•
•
•
•
•

Engage the children’s imaginations with props, such as Grandfather Bear and
Baby Bear. Give Grandfather a low voice and Baby Bear a high voice.
Sing a verse of “Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear” as Grandfather.
Sing a verse as Baby Bear.
Ask, “Are their voices the same or different?”
Sing with Baby Bear alternating between loud and quiet.

To help children learn to identify emotion and feelings through different sounds:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduce an owl prop. Ask what sound an owl makes: Whoo! (Note: the “whoo”
sound is also a great vocal warm-up for singing.)
Make up a story about the owl, such as: “This morning, Owl felt very happy that
he could come to school today.”
Ask, “What do you think a happy ‘whoo’ sounds like?”
Continue the story: “But Owl’s mother said that he could not have his favorite
food for breakfast.” Ask the children to name Owl’s favorite food.
“Owl felt a little bit mad. How do you think a mad ‘whoo’ sounds?”
For sadness: “And then Owl couldn’t find his favorite pencil.”
For surprise: “And then Owl found his pencil and he was surprised.”
Variation: Focus on the high/low and long/short patterns in the “whoo” sounds
related to feelings. How is the happy “whoo” different from the angry “whoo”?

Create adaptations that help children learn to recognize symbols
In the examples above, include visual representations in the experience.
•
•

•

Ask the children to show a flashcard with the letter “B” when they hear the “b” sound in the
song.
The large Grandfather Bear and the small Baby Bear are a kind of visual representation for
high and low (because children expect babies to have high voices). You can use props for
each character.
You probably have pictures or symbols of common feelings posted somewhere in your
classroom. Relate the owl “whoo” exercise to those existing graphics.
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Variations:
•

•
•

Use a poster board (or equivalent) with a wavy line across it. Ask children to make a “whoo”
or a siren sound, visually following the contour of the line higher and lower and from left to
right. It helps if the teacher uses a pointer to follow the contour of the line. The children can
use their fingers in the air to follow the highs and lows.
Make a “B” sign in American Sign Language as the motion to use in response to hearing a
letter sound in the song or chant.
Play a “feelings” guessing game. One child picks a feeling to act out. Other children observe,
guess, and imitate it, then all sing:
Hey, hey look at me, I am [happy] you can see.
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Creating a Moving Moment
Developed by Krissie Marty
A Dancing Day
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience that increases the use of dance and creative movement in the early
childhood classroom as an approach to learning. Children will participate in creative movement
experiences that will increase awareness of energy (qualities of movement) as a dance concept. This
experience builds an understanding of strategies used in a variety of creative movement experiences;
uses identification of images to make a creative movement experience; encourages practice of
methods of facilitating dance experiences (including questioning, modeling, and guided exploration);
and identifies moments during the classroom day when dance and creative movement may be used
to provide opportunities for children to make creative choices within the context and goals of the
classroom.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Alphabet awareness/concepts about print
Phonological awareness
Vocabulary development
Decoding
Patterning
Recall
Sequencing

Suggestions for use with Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9
9

CD 2, Track 4 – “Twinkle Twinkle (Blues)” Use for “noodle” movement
CD 2, Track 3 – “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star (New Orleans)” Use for “robot” movement

Procedure and Process:
Identify Your Dance Concept
What are your energy concepts? (Are they intrinsic to learning or do you want to set a tone in the
classroom?)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gentle/Strong
Soft/Hard
Smooth/Sharp
Bouncy/Calm
Light/Heavy
Tight/Loose
Slippery/Sticky
Jerky/Free Flowing
Prickly/Delicately
Tense/Limp

Tight and Loose
What is a concrete element you can introduce to the children so that they can experience (see or
touch) the idea behind the movement? How can you illustrate the dance concept?
•
•

Robot for “tight”
Noodle for “loose”

What questions or directions will you give the children?
How can you move like a noodle?
If you were a robot, how would you move your arms?
If a child appropriately responds to the question, use his or her response as a model for the class,
either by verbal suggestion or by asking all the children to watch that child.
I see very loose, noodle-y legs.
Look at the way I wiggle my shoulders and arms really loose.
And how I am so tight and stiff when I move my head and arms like a robot.
What movement can you have in your “back pocket” to do with the children that you can model for
them as an example? You could wiggle your shoulders, arms and upper body for “noodle.” If the
children need clarity with the concept, isolate your hand and show movement in only two different
ways. Now give a robot example with your head and arms.
In case the children aren’t going in the direction you envision, what can you model or say to redirect
their creative efforts/choices?
Show the “noodle” movements again. Ask the children to tell you what part of your body to move
like a noodle.
Encourage the children to make strong robots. Push against their arms to feel their tight muscles and
play music with a strong, forceful beat, or use a drum with strong accents.
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Guided Exploration
This is a time to experiment and play. What directions will you give the children?
Move your hand, arm, leg like a noodle.
Move your head and arms like a robot.
Try waving hello with your legs. Try waving with your whole body.
Use questions to apply ‘hello’ movement.
How can you say hello with your body?
How can you say hello like a noodle? How can you say hello like a robot?
Always use descriptive language when giving verbal feedback to the children’s responses so that you
will reinforce their choices and increase their use of the vocabulary.
I see great noodle-y movement – very loose necks and heads. Hello, Noodles!
I see people who are waving like a robot with their tight arms.
If the children are advanced and you’d like to challenge them, use other dance concepts. Try it with
specific body parts; on different levels (high, middle, or low); to a different tempo (fast or slow); or in
another direction (up, down, forward, backward, or sideways). Try using the shoulders, back, or whole
body. Try using other images, like “wind” and “leaves”. Or, try varying the tempo.
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The Dance Concept of Space
Developed by Rachel Knudson
Creating Dance Experiences
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience that will enable children to move through space in a group, and heighten
body/spatial awareness.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9

Self-regulation
Following directions
Body awareness

Procedure and Process:
Place
“Place” refers to the location in the room where the movements of the body occur. A person can do
movements in self space, or they can do movements in general space.
Self space is the space the body takes up. Within self space, the child can do many exciting
movements such as rising, twisting, turning, jumping, floating, and freezing. When children travel
through the room, they each take their self spaces with them.
General space is all the space around one’s self space. Children travel through general space by
taking their self spaces with them. They learn to share general space by gaining control of their
bodies so that they do not bump into each other. The preschool child can do movements such as
walking, slow running, jumping, and floating in general space.
Teaching children the concept of “place” (both self space and general space) is an important skill
because it helps children become aware of their bodies in space and learn body control. With this
awareness, the child can learn to move about the room more easily without bumping into other
children.
Dance Experience for Self Space
While the children are sitting, ask them to try making their bodies twist. Ask them to bend their arms
while still in self space, and then their torsos. Now let them stretch their arms up high above their
heads. Tell them to stand slowly always staying in their self space, and then to turn in a circle still in
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self space. Now, all together, slowly sink to the floor and end sitting with your legs crossed. When
introducing these movements to children, it is engaging to use objects for inspiration. For instance, a
ball could inspire jumping; a feather, floating; and a top, turning.
When exploring these movements in self space, have the children stand on a physical self-space. A
colored foam disc about eight inches in diameter works well to mark where the child stands.
Dance Experience for General Space
Start with the children standing on their foam disc self-space, and play some music. When the music
starts, the children will pick up their self-space and float around the room, traveling in general space,
carrying their self-space. When the music stops, the children place their foam discs on the floor and
stand on them (freeze). Do this in small groups of about four or five children at a time, with one or
two repetitions.
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Dance Experiences in FUNdamental Movement
Developed by Rachel Knudson
Math in Motion: A Kinesthetic Approach to Teaching Math FUNdamentals in the
Early Learning Classroom
Objective/Goal:
Creating dance experiences to movement patterns is an active learning strategy. A movement pattern
is used to develop movement while reciting a nursery rhyme, song, or any made-up rhyme.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9

Patterns
Sequencing
Vocabulary
One-to-one correspondence

Suggestions for use with Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9
9

CD 2, Track 3 – “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star (New Orleans)”
CD 2, Track 4 – “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star (Blues)”

Procedure and Process:
Ask the children to sing “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.” As they sing the first line (and while they are
seated on the carpet), instruct them to stretch their arms up and their legs forward; for the second
line, instruct them to bring their arms close to their torsos. Repeat this pattern for each section of the
song.
Number Sense
Number sense is the ability to count, to recognize written numerals, and to understand number
relationships and operations. It includes one-to-one correspondence, cardinality, conservation
(recognizing that the number of objects remains the same when rearranged), subitizing (being able
to quickly judge the number of objects in a set), and equality.
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One-to-One Correspondence (matching objects one to one) and Steady Beat
Steady beat is an even beat like the heart beat. [See also “Steady Beat” experience on page 45 in
“Wolf Trap Early Arts Learning Project Experiences.”] It may be fast or slow, but it is always even.
Instruct the children to clap the beats of music that has a steady beat. They can also clap the syllables
of their names using a steady beat.
Recite a nursery rhyme, such as “Pease Porridge Hot,” using a steady beat. First clap the beat seated,
then add walking in a circle.
One-to-One Correspondence and Non-locomotor Movement in Self Space
Non-locomotor movement (such as bending, twisting, stretching, shaking, wiggling, floating, sinking,
or rising) is movement that occurs in one place, self space.
Use an object - such as a foam or rubber disc – to denote self space for the following explorations:
•

•

•

Place five self-spaces on the floor. Ask
how many children will be needed, if
each of the spots will be occupied by
one child?
Ask the children to stand on a self-space
and chant the word that defines the
action they are performing. For example,
chant the word “bend” and bend your
knees. What other body parts can they
bend, twist, shake, float, pat, tap, or
brush? This experience reinforces
vocabulary comprehension as children
say and do the action at the same time.
Articulate the two syllables of the
wording “bending” by having children
bend (“bend”) and straighten (“ing”)
their legs while saying the word.
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One-to-One Correspondence and Locomotor Movement in General Space
Locomotor movement is movement that travels (e.g., walking, marching, or sliding). General space is
the shared space, or the space within which the children travel.
To explore general space, instruct the children to stand in a circle, all facing one direction, and to
chant or sing (using a familiar tune such as “Frere Jacques”):
I am walking, I am walking;
hop, hop, hop, hop, hop, hop;
sliding, sliding, sliding, sliding, sliding, sliding;
now I stop, now I stop.
Next, demonstrate jumping once over each of four small (six inch) cones placed in a row. Instruct one
child to perform one jump, sequentially, over each of the four cones. Ask children to identify the
number of jumps performed. Then perform the action while saying the word. Change directions and
vary the types of locomotor movements.
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Developing a Child-Directed Teaching Style
Developed by Steve Elm, based on the experience “Get Off My Body, Bird!” originally
developed by Bill Brennan
The Story in Question: Storytelling and Child-directed Technique
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience that will help children learn to identify specific body parts.
Educational Impact:

9

Body awareness

Procedure and Process:
This is a good experience for children to identify and touch specific body parts.
Hold up your hands, palms out, and wiggle your thumbs. Ask the children to raise their hands and do
what you do. Slowly bring your thumbs together, telling the children to do the same. Lock your
thumbs carefully, so that the children will be able to follow you.
Flap your hands; ask the children to flap their hands.
What do you have? A bird!
Now, let the bird fly around for a moment before it lands on a part of your body: on
your head; your nose; your knee.
Get off my head, bird! Now you say, “Get off my head, bird!”
Toss your head or body part to make the bird leave. At the end of the exercise, the bird will have
landed on three or four body parts.
Variations:
Instead of a bird, use a butterfly or a bee or a bug.
Mouth the words “Get off my knee, bird!” silently, using your facial expression to communicate your
order to the imaginary bird.
This experience can be led in either of the following two ways:
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Teacher-directed
You lead the experience, identifying on which body part the bird may land. You will also demonstrate
how to make a bird with your hands, as well as the flying motion of the bird. The children follow as
you demonstrate:
Shake your hands. Shake, shake, shake. Now FREEZE!
These thumbs want to come together. Here they come. They’re going to
lock. Oh, look, [flapping your hands] it’s a bird! Let me see your birds.
It’s a very silly bird. He’s going to land—oh, my— he landed on my knee.
Say, “Get off my knee, bird! Get off my knee, bird!” Shake that knee. There
he goes again. Where else will he land? [repeat with other body parts]
Say, “Bye bye bird! Stay away from my body, bird!”
Child-directed
Ask the children to identify parts of the body on which the bird will land. Then ask them to
demonstrate how to make a bird with their hands, encouraging the different ways in which to do it.
You will act on the children’s suggestions, allowing the children to demonstrate the physical action of
making the bird, and following it:
Shake your hands. Shake, shake, shake. Now FREEZE!
Can you make a bird with your hands? You can use your hands to make
your bird to look any way you want. Let me see your birds. [Comment on
the children’s creations.]
These are all very silly birds. What part of your body do you think your bird
might land on? Your toe? Okay, everyone, have your bird land on your toe.
Say, “Get off my toe, bird!” How could we get the bird off our toes? By
wiggling it? Okay, everyone wiggle your toes. There he goes again. Where
else will he land? [repeat with other body parts]
Say, “Bye bye bird! Stay away from my body, bird!”
Consider the different approaches taken to present “Get Off My Body, Bird!” Both approaches have
appropriate educational objectives.
When introducing children to specific parts of the anatomy, or when concentrating on specific motor
skill development, you could choose to lead the experience, i.e. making it teacher-driven. When using
the experience in a child-directed way, you are engaging the children’s ideas, affirming the answers
given, and using their suggestions to drive the experience.
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Drum Talk (I-Can-Do-It)
Developed by Kofi Dennis
Agoo Amee: Engaging Children with Call and Response Experiences
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience to engage children. Children take to drumming naturally and find it a
challenging experience.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9
9

Prosody
Patterns
Sequencing
Listening skills
Memory

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9
9

CD 2, Track 7 – “Djembe Drumming”
CD 2, Track 30 – “Drum Sounds” (Sound effects that explore different types of drum sounds)

Materials Needed:

9

Djembe drum or empty containers or coffee cans

Procedure and Process:
A djembe drum can be used, but other types of drums, plastic containers, boxes, coffee cans, or other
found objects can be used. Body parts can even be used. For example, stomping the feet and/or
tapping on the stomach or lap can represent the low beat, and clapping can represent the high beat
(as described below). It can be done with an empty carton for the low beat and an empty coffee can
for the high beat.
Find the lowest tone/beat and also the highest tone/beat. First, show the children how to make the
low beat on the “drum.”
If you are using an actual drum, find the low beat by bouncing the hand on the middle of the drum.
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Then, show the children how to make the high beat. If you are using an actual drum, you will find the
high beat on the edge of the drum with your fingers. Just to create more excitement, call the low
beat “Grandpa’s voice” (say this with a deep baritone voice) and the high beat “Baby’s voice” (say this
with a high-pitched voice).
After introducing the two beats, play them both repeatedly and have the children identify whether it
is a low (Grandpa’s voice) or high (Baby’s voice) beat.
Once the low and high beats have been established with the children, challenge them further by
playing four beats (three low beats and one high beat). Then tell them that in drum talk, these beats
say “I CAN DO IT.” Once the children understand the process of making the drum talk, they can join
in to create other rhythmic patterns to make the drum talk.
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Linking Puppetry to Literature
Developed by Ingrid Crepeau
From the Picture Book Page to the Puppet Stage
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience that links puppetry and props to literature.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Comprehension
Science
Description
Sequencing
Following directions
Memory
Concepts of “middle”, “sink/float”
Learning ocean life
Identifying colors (yellow, blue, green, and red)

Materials Needed:

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

The book Ducky, written by Eve Bunting and illustrated by David Wisniewski (New York:
Houghton Mifflin, 1997), is recommended for this experience
Parachute, preferably blue (white parachutes are made of nylon and can be dyed)
Toy boat with small brown box
Duck, beaver, frog or turtle puppets, enough for all children
Green snake puppet or toy
Shark puppet or toy
Pelican paper puppets, enough for all children; these can be paper cut-outs on sticks
Piece of bubble wrap (approximately 18” x 24”)

Procedure and Process:
Ducky is particularly appealing to children because the pictures are so wonderful, and the story is
humorous and exciting. Other books can be adapted using this example as a guide. Notice that the
experience that follows is designed to take place over several days, due to the number of rich
experiences that can be drawn out of the story.
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Tell the story and show the pictures in the book. (For very young children, the story can be told with
simple sentences and some of the details omitted.) As you tell the story, animate the book to reflect
the motion you are describing. For example, rock the book to show the rocking motion of the boat
on the water that increases with the approach of the storm. Or, suggest the sinking of the toy-filled
crate by holding the book high over your head and bringing it down to the floor as the toys sink to
the bottom of the ocean.
First Session
Spread the parachute out with the children sitting all around it. Explain the parachute rules:
•
•
•

Do not sit on or under the parachute
Remain seated at the edge of the parachute at all times
Pick up the parachute and make big waves

Put down the parachute and watch the parachute settle. Use words like:
Parachute down.
Let go.
Hands up.
Children hear the word “don’t” so often that they tend to ignore negative phrases. If you say, “Let go;
hands up,” more children are likely to let go of the parachute than if you say, “Don’t touch the
parachute.”
Practice making waves and not making waves several times.
Take pretend water and splash your face.
Act out water play. Now begin acting out the story.
Place the toy boat, with a box inside of it, in the middle of the parachute. Make waves with the
parachute tossing the boat. Say:
Parachute down.
Let go.
Hands up.
Ask the children to hold up the parachute while you place the ducks, frogs, beavers, and turtles under
it. Talk about how the box with the toys sank to the bottom of the ocean and broke open. Then say:
Parachute down.
Let go.
Hands up.
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Each child holds his or her toy with one hand and the parachute with the other, and makes waves.
Pick one or two children at a time to go under the parachute and pick out a toy. The class holds up
the parachute while each child picks a toy and makes it float up from the bottom. Then say:
Parachute down.
Let go.
Hands up.
Each child holds his or her toy with one hand and the parachute in the other and makes waves.
Closure:
Ask for all of the ducks to be brought back to you, then all of the turtles, and so on. Tell the children
that we must shrink the ocean in order to get it back into its bag. Together, everyone slowly pushes
the parachute into the center of the room.
Second Session
Review the book with the children to see how much they remember from the day before. Bring out
the toy boat and box, and ask questions about what they are and what happened to them in order to
prompt further description from the children.
Spread out the parachute and repeat the steps from the previous day. Pass out the toy puppets,
saying:
The toys sailed for days and days, and today a different
puppet might sail to you.
Walk on the parachute and, one at a time, slink the snake around each of the children’s toys, saying:
The snake is playing with the toys.
Using the shark puppet, taste each toy one at a time and then spit it out with a “pitoey.” Say that the
shark is hungry but the toys taste bad.
Fly the pelican around the circle over the toys. The children make their toy puppets say things like:
I wish I could fly.
I don’t like this big ocean.
I wish that pelican would take me flying.
Then the children can put their toys in the water (on the parachute) and receive a pelican puppet. The
children stand up and “fly” over the toys and around the room, looking at the sights. Make up lines
like “Look at the pretty toys.”
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Fly over another part of the room and spy the shark puppet. Swoop down and grab an imaginary fish
out of the ocean for dinner. Then ask everyone to fly back around the parachute and sit down; collect
the pelican puppets.
Third Session
The third session begins just like the second. Remind the children that the toys went through a bad
storm. Practice making big waves with children holding the parachute and their toys. Select two or
three children to sit or stand in the middle of the parachute. Instruct them to bounce their toys up
and down while the rest of the class holds their toys and the parachute, making waves. Stop. Rotate
the children until everyone has had a turn experiencing the storm.
Ask the children how the book ended, and then talk about how they would feel if they found a toy.
Act out the ending of the book. Ask the children to put their puppets behind them. Children may not
know what “behind them” means, so demonstrate if need be. Tell the children to turn around, look at
their puppet and say:
Look, a toy! I found a toy.
While the children are doing this, pick up the parachute.
Ask the children to turn around and sit down, and then interview each child.
What kind of toy did you find?
What color is it? [ask other questions that encourage description]

Ask the children more questions, for example:
These toys did not like the ocean but they loved what?
Who remembers what the ducky and the boy did at the end of the story?
Hopefully, someone will remember the bubble bath. Take the piece of bubble wrap and gently wrap
it around each individual puppet. While wrapping, be outrageous and silly and say things like:
Scruba-dub-dub!
Bubble-bubble-bubble!
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Energy or Quality of Movement
Developed by Krissie Marty
A Dancing Day
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience that will link language development and movement in a creative way.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9
9

Language/vocabulary development
Imagery
Opposites
Prosody
Math/science vocabulary

Suggestions for use with Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9
9
9
9

CD 2, Track 3 – “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star (New Orleans style)“
CD 2, Track 4 – “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star (Blues)”
CD 2, Track 33 – “Squishy Sound”
CD 2, track 34 – “Boing Boing Rhythm Sounds”

Procedure and Process:
What is Energy?
Energy is the quality of a movement, or how an action is performed. It is the dynamic of the
movement, the force or characteristic of movement, the power and effort with which we move.
Energy can include elements of weight (light or heavy), flow (free or bound), attack (forceful and
sharp or soft and smooth), and muscular tension (tight or loose). Energy adds the color or feeling of
the movement. It gives expression to the movement. For example, you can do a bouncy walk or a
gliding walk. Your arm can lightly float or sharply reach.
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The following are a few examples of energy words:
smooth

sharp

bounce

jerk

float

glide

vibrate

punch

suspend

press

heavy

light

explosive

Movement Imagery
In dance, images are often used to elicit
movement. Descriptive language can create
a context, meaning and motivation for
movement. Imagery can help you
communicate how you’d like to have the
children move. It gives you freedom to use
many different ideas and concepts to which
the children can relate. It also creates an
opportunity to build vocabulary. As you and
your children experience the connection
between movement and language, the
children will become more aware of the
many words that can be used as movement
vocabulary.
Expressive action verbs, adjectives, and
adverbs elicit different qualities of
movement. Images using similes and
metaphors or ideas of emotions, animals,
and nature can provide a context for moving
with various uses of energy. To coach
dynamic creative movement with children,
you can employ variation in your tone of voice in addition to using wacky nonsense words and
sounds. The possibilities are endless.
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Movement images can be created by using energy words:
Colorful Action Verbs
Wiggle

Squeeze

Pounce

Flip

Squirm

Drip

Flutter

Trudge

Punch

Melt

Glide

Slash

Shake

Dab

Explode

Sail

Press

Pop

Shake

Tug

Float

Plod

Drag

Wring

Shiver

Burst

Tumble

Hammer

Flick

Tromp

Curl

Twitch

Tremble

Suspend

Adjectives and Adverbs
The following combinations are examples of contrasts. Keep making your own combinations!
Gentle, Strong

Tight, Loose

Soft, Hard

Slippery, Sticky

Smooth, Sharp

Jerky, Free-flowing

Bouncy, Calm

Prickly, Delicately

Light, Heavy

Tense, Limp
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Imagery
Float like a feather

Shake like a leaf

Wiggle like a worm

Whirl like a tornado

Zoom like a car

Glide like an airplane

Waddle like a duck

Spin like a top

Soar like a bird

Pop like popcorn

Fall like snow

Flip like a pancake

Jump like a rabbit

Blow like a stormy wind

Sprout like a seed

Pound your feet like an elephant

Stretch like a rubber band

Emotions
Sleepy

Tired

Scared

Angry

Happy

Sad

Move as if you were…
In peanut butter

In water

Gelatin

On ice

Glue

A storm

A space ship

In a jar of honey

In quicksand

On hot sand/sidewalk

In mud
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Wacky Words
Squishy

Bop

Ooey, gooey

Scramble

Whack

Slop

Fluffy

Gobble, gnaw

Gushy

Chomp, nibble

Noodle-y

Fling

Slimy

Wild

Rumpus

Bang

Slinky

Tinker

Bumpy

Skittle

Animals and Elements of Nature
These are great ways to have children move with different qualities (e.g. snake or puppy dog; soft
drizzle or hard pouring rain)

Sounds
Zooooommmmmm!

Zip-a-dee-do-da

Bing

Toot! Toot!

Wooooossshh…

Wham

De-De-De-De-De-De

Ha Ha

Pop Pop

Eeeeeekkkkk…

Crunch crunch crunch

Ahhhhhh...haaaaa

Plop

Mmmmmmmmmmm…

Ka-boom

Wheeeeeeeee

Zing…Zang…Zip

Zip

Tra-la-la

Pitter, pat

Other ways to introduce energy concepts include using concepts that are already familiar to the
children (like sticky/smooth); showing through demonstration; using props or objects (feather/rock).
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Tips for Coaching Energy & Quality of Movement with Children
Use Tone of Voice
The tone and pitch of your voice can give clear direction about energy and quality of movement. For
example, say in a low, rhythmic way, “STAMP - YOUR – FEET, STAMP – YOUR – FEET.” This will
encourage the children to move with heaviness. Whispering in a high-pitched voice, “Tip-toe, tip-toe,
tip-toe,” will foster lightness in their movement.
Look for Creative Choices
When the children move as a group, keep an eye out for creative choices. The children that make
creative choices can be used as a model for the whole group. Look for the children who may be
doing something differently than the rest of the group. Sometimes, a child may interpret your
direction in a way you did not imagine. Even if he isn’t doing what you had envisioned, he may be a
fine example of the concept you are exploring. This is often the child who has a hard time sitting still.
Creative movement, and especially energy exploration, will give them a way to channel their wiggles.
It can also be an opportunity for a child to be a leader for the group in a positive way.
Use Sounds that Support Your Goal
Music, instruments, and vocal sounds can offer great support to the concepts of energy. Music is a
wonderful way to set the tone and mood for an energy dance. Choose lyrical, melodic music if you
want to have the children move in smooth ways, and music with a strong accented rhythm for sharp
movement. Playing a drum in different ways like “hard” and “soft” will motivate the children to
respond physically in contrasting ways. Even tapping a chair or table in the classroom can provide
percussive accompaniment for children’s dancing. Using your voice to make different nonsense
words can provide a soundscape for an energy dance. The long, drawn-out sound of
“Zzzzooooommmmm zzzzooooommmmm” will elicit very different movement responses from the
children than the short and accented sound of “Pop-pop-pop.” Even articulating the sounds of
letters can enhance the effect of words. Sounds of letters can also be used on their own to
communicate quality or movement.
Engage Their Imaginations
If you are approaching the dance experience with a sense of adventure and play, this will be
contagious in the classroom. Choose vivid concepts and images. Engaging the children’s imagination,
either with words and images or with dramatization and pretend, can be very fruitful when exploring
energy and quality of movement.
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Creating a Moving Moment – Example
Classroom moment: a ritual or routine from the classroom, or an instance when you need to
communicate with the children. For example, a verbal greeting at the beginning of the day paired
with a sun salutation.
Goal:
What is your purpose?
My goal is to greet the group and begin the day in a creative way. I’d like to
establish a ritual way to greet each other.
Objective:
How will you accomplish your goal?
Introduce concepts of tight and loose in a concrete way.
Practice vocabulary in motion.
Apply vocabulary to our greeting.
Outcome:
What will the children accomplish?
The group will demonstrate an understanding of “tight” and “loose.”
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Everybody Needs a Place to Live
Developed by Greg Artzner and Terry Leonino
Growing Green: An Early Childhood Look at Ecology through Songs, Stories, and Movement
Objective/Goal:
This song is used to help children understand that everyone needs a habitat in order to live.
This experience celebrates the wonder of the natural world around us and encourages the protection
of wildlife and habitat through the use of music, creative drama and movement. By exploring
humanity’s connection to the families of plants and animals while sharing ideas and choices, children
can learn to become environmental caregivers while enhancing numerous curriculum goals such as
cognition and identification, listening and verbalization, and motor skills.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Vocabulary
Comprehension
Listening skills and verbalization
Gross and fine motor skills development
Following directions
Socialization
Environmental awareness, habitat identification, animal identification, and plant life identification

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9

CD 1, Track 11 – “Everybody Needs a Place to Live”

Procedure and Process:
This experience allows children to recognize their relationships to all other species of animals that live
on Earth, and emphasizes that everyone depends on the basic elements of life, such as air, water, and
food.
Preparation
Some vocabulary should be clarified before singing this song. Define the word habitat for the
children, explaining that it means the place we live and where we eat and sleep Illustrate the words
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“eat” and “sleep” in American Sign Language*. You can also teach the children the signs for
“everybody,” “need,” “live,” “ocean,” “river,” “forest,” “water,” and “land.” Meaningful gestures may be
used in place of ASL for signs which may be too difficult or abstract, or for words for which there is
no known ASL sign. The children can help create these gestures. Sing and sign the song, singing the
chorus at the beginning, between each verse, and twice at the end.
While singing the song, before beginning each verse, use the ASL alphabet letters to do a call and
response as described in the experience “Listen to Her Song,” (O is for ocean). Follow that by saying,
“Make an ocean,” and add the ASL or meaningful gesture for each of the words you worked with in
its turn.
After singing the verse line “The [ocean] is somebody’s home, tell me who lives there,” each time, use
open-ended questioning and encourage the children to suggest an animal that dwells in that habitat.
Then move in the space as that animal, coming back into a circle together at the end of the chorus.
Use more suggestions from the children before moving on to the next chorus and verse.
Everybody Needs a Place to Live
Everybody needs a place to live
Everybody needs a place to live
A happy home to hang their hat
A hearty, healthy habitat
Everybody needs a place to live
The ocean is somebody’s home, tell me who lives there…
The forest is somebody’s home, tell me who lives there…
The river is somebody’s home, tell me who lives there…
Follow-Up:
The song can be a jumping-off point for learning experiences in local or neighborhood habitats.
Study the forest as a habitat by reading a story about animal homes. Take the children to a local park
or nature center, fresh water creek, river or wetland to experience the life there. Discuss with the
children whether the river or pond is clean or dirty. Talk with them about our responsibility to do our
part to take care of the water and keep it clean. Take note of the animals you might see in these
habitats, and then put them into the song.
*Two excellent resources for ASL are “video dictionaries” online. One is Michigan State University’s ASL
Browser. The URL is: http://commtechlab.msu.edu/sites/aslweb/browser.htm
The other is from the University of Phoenix’s Continuing Teacher Education Courses online. The URL is:
http://www.aslpro.com/cgi-bin/aslpro/aslpro.cgi
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Linking Music to Math and Nutrition
Developed by Gary Lapow
Food ‘n Fun
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience that practices math concepts and promotes dialogue about foods.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9
9
9

Sequencing
Classifying
Similarities and differences
Vocabulary
Answering questions
Counting

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9

CD 1, Track 12 – “Feast for Ten”

Procedure and Process:
Feast for Ten by Cathryn Falwell (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1993) is an excellent example of a book
for practicing counting skills as well as providing opportunities for discussions of food and food
preparation.
You can ask the children what they see happening on each page. When you reach the final pages, the
children can point out how each different food in the story ended up on the table, including the
surprise jelly beans on the last page.
Some other subjects for discussion
•
•
•
•
•
•

What does it take to feed a family? (e.g. shopping, cooking, serving, cleaning up)
Who cooks in your family?
Who helps?
Which of the foods in the book do you eat at home?
What other foods do you eat that seem related to the foods in the story?
What foods do you eat cold, hot, raw, cooked?
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This story could also be used to:
•
•

Encourage a discussion about recycling
Promote a discussion about foods from different cultures and how some types
of foods are the same as well as how they are different

Below is the “Feast for Ten” chorus that you can sing, using the text from the book as the song’s
verses:
Would you like to eat with me?
We’ll make a feast for the family.
Count with me, I’ll count with you.
Let’s go to the store and get some food.
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Finding Your Voice
Developed by Kathleen Lynam
Let Your Voices Be Heard: Using Puppets to Bring Stories to Life
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience designed for teachers, for learning to modify the voice to enhance
storytelling and reinforce literacy skills.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9

Prosody
Fluency
Inflection

Procedure and Process:
Most young children do not use altered (or “puppet”) voices when playing with puppets. This is fine.
You should encourage children to speak audibly when using a puppet during the storytelling process,
but should not expect them to create character voices, although some may do so naturally. However,
it is critical that, throughout the entire storytelling process, you create and use a distinct voice for the
puppet you are manipulating.
It is vital to do so in order to establish the puppet as a separate entity, to infuse the character of the
puppet with life and believability, and to keep the story engaging for the children. An additional
benefit is that this provides an opportunity for the children to see you as a creative individual with a
willingness to play with them.
This experience is just for you. It is designed to help you, the teacher, develop skills that will enable
you to create voices for the puppets you use with your children.
Give Your Puppet a Voice!
Giving your puppet a distinct voice is the most important aspect of bringing it to life. The razzledazzle of color, texture, and size will fade if the puppet does not have a voice and personality
uniquely its own. To find a voice for your puppet, begin by choosing a personality that you think will
suit your character. Here is a sample of personality traits to get you started:
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Clever

Mysterious

Happy

Tricky

Serious

Cranky

Dull

Smart

Bossy

Snobbish

Brave

Shy

Lazy

Nervous

Scared

Generous

Confused

Funny

Wild

Quiet

Silly

Next, pick a voice that seems appropriate for the personality and appearance of the puppet. Keep in
mind the following components of the voice to help you make choices:
Pitch: High or low
Speed: Fast or slow
Dynamics: Loud or soft
Tone: The specific quality of the voice (nasal, musical, guttural)
Emotion: Feelings indicated by the voice
Inflection: Subtle nuances that the can affect the meaning of your words; for instance, we all use
inflection to indicate questions or exclamatory statements.
Accent: Speech particular to a specific nation or region. Play with this, especially if you are very
familiar with another language or regional dialect, while taking care to be sensitive to the culture and
avoid stereotypes.
Rhythm: The pattern of pauses and tempo is very obvious in most nursery rhymes; children feel very
comfortable with a familiar cadence.
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Grandma’s Farm
Developed by Jeanne Wall
Extending the Story: Integrating the Performing Arts and Learning
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience that uses in-role characterization and imagination to make connections to
literature.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9

Connecting meaning and symbol
Vocabulary
Comprehension
Science and math

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9
9

CD 1, Track 13 – “Grandpa’s Farm”
CD 1, Track 14 – “Harvest Song”

Materials Needed:

9
9
9

Story book about a farm, such as Mrs. Wishy-Washy’s Farm by Joy Cowley (New York: Penguin
Putnam, 2003) or Barn Dance by Bill Martin, Jr. and John Archambault (New York: Henry Holt and
Company, 1986)
Simple costume pieces like an apron, hat or glasses for “Grandma”
Optional: apple shapes cut out of paper or foam, in a variety of colors

Procedure and Process:
Use a character called “Grandma” to create lessons designed to dramatize going to a farm. This can
be a farm at harvest time, with emphasis on picking harvest fruits, or a lesson designed to teach
animal science that familiarizes children with farm animals. Grandma is a very versatile character.
Children enjoy her and eagerly help her with her chores, whatever they are. Once you’ve established
Grandma as a character, she can take the children on many adventures. She could be a character who
leads the children on many imaginary excursions such as going to the zoo or the beach.
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Grandma is an example of you, the teacher, going into role. By changing into the character in front of
the children and explaining the transition as you go along, you are inviting them to go along with the
pretense. It is important not to try and deceive the children with elaborate disguises. For one thing,
they are seldom fooled. It is also important that they see you both as the teacher and as the role you
are playing. By allowing the teacher and the role to be visible at the same time, you are exposing the
children to an important emergent literacy skill of connecting meaning and symbol. When you put on
the apron and hat and pull your glasses down on your nose, you are cueing the children that you are
now playing Grandma. These costume pieces along with the body language and vocal quality of the
character create a visual code that means “Grandma.” Other emergent literacy functions of this lesson
include increasing vocabulary as well as comprehension of a subject that is new to the children.
The children don’t change character, but are still involved with the dramatic play. These lessons could
be done as a lead-in to a book or as a follow-up to a book. Two recommended books are Mrs. Wishy
Washy’s Farm by Joy Cowley and Barn Dance by Bill Martin Jr. and John Archambault, but there are
many other books that can be used effectively.
Lesson: Harvest Time
Introduction
Sing “Grandma’s Farm” (“Grandpa’s Farm”). Ask the children for suggestions of farm animals as well
as adjectives to describe them.
What color is your horse? Is it big or little? Is it a happy or sad pig?
[Explore more opposites]
Lead the children in clapping a steady beat while singing.
Tell the children:
We are going to take an imaginary trip to visit Grandma on her farm.
Grandma needs help harvesting her apples and pumpkins. Would you help
her pick her apples and pumpkins?
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Describe the character changes they will see, as they meet Grandma.
Let me tell you some things about Grandma.
Because Grandma works a lot in the kitchen, she often wears an apron like
this one. [Slip on apron, take glasses out of apron pocket]
Because Grandma is very old, she wears glasses like these. Her eyes aren’t
as strong as they used to be. [Put on glasses]
Because Grandma has worked so long in her garden, her back is a little
bent like this [stoop over], and because Grandma often works outside, she
wears a sun hat like this one. [Put on hat]
Right now I’m [your name]. I’m going to turn around, and I want you to
count to 10. When I turn back, guess who I’m going to be? That’s right.
Count for me.
Main Experience
Using a character voice, become Grandma. (A character voice is one that is different from your real
voice and is chosen to fit the character.)
Go around the circle and welcome each child to your farm. Remember your body and movement in
your character; Grandma moves very slowly with her back a little hunched.
Hello, dear, I’m Grandma. It’s so nice to meet you. I am glad you children
have come to help me pick my apples. They are over in my orchard. If you
stand up slowly, I’ll show you where they are. Follow me.
Grandma’s slow movement will control the children's movements.
To begin picking apples, move with the children to another part of the room. Choose the area in the
room that will represent the orchard before starting the lesson. This allows you to be sure that the
children will all be able to fit in the area comfortably.
The children follow behind Grandma until she has them in the area where she wants them, the
orchard. Once there, demonstrate how to pick apples.
Create your own movement to represent picking apples. For example, reach up with one hand and
curve your fingers as if around an apple. With one short twisting motion, pick it and place it in your
pretend bag in your other hand, making a slight clapping sound. Alternate arms while picking the
apples, giving a stretch to both sides. Expand the stretch, reaching up and diagonally to the side.
Don’t forget the apples on the bottom of the trees!
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For this, the children reach down and away from the body. The children could also mime climbing
ladders to reach the tops of the trees.
Good job, children! Let’s place all our apples on this table right here.
All the children place their imaginary bags of apples on a table.
Now start picking pumpkins.
Now we have to pick my pumpkins.
Do pumpkins grow in trees? That’s right. They grow in the pumpkin patch
on vines close to the ground. Follow me, and I’ll show you where they are.
Again, lead children to another predetermined area of the classroom.
Because they are heavy, we have to be careful when we lift them. We don’t
want to hurt our backs. I’ll show you how Grandma does it. I bend my
knees.
Reach down, making a large circle with your arms miming the shape of a large pumpkin. Pick up the
pumpkin slowly.
I want to put them in a pile over here on this table.
All the children pick pumpkins and mime placing them on a table. After the children pick a pumpkin,
lead them back to their circle.
Good work, children! I have a very special apple tree I’d like to show you. If
you all sit down in a circle, I’ll show you my rainbow apple tree. Everyone
reach into the circle and shake the tree trunk. Shake, shake!
Grandma walks around the circle and drops apple shapes of all colors. The children will get excited
and want to pick them up immediately, so Grandma can give a quick reminder to stay seated and
keep shaking until all the apples are off the tree.
Down come the rainbow apples.
Grandma then asks the children one at a time to pick up a certain colored apple and put it in her bag.
Once all apples are gathered, Grandma thanks the children for their help and invites them to come
back to visit her again.
I’m going to turn around and ask you to count to 10 for me.
Now I’m Grandma, but when I turn back around, guess who I’m going to be.
That’s right, [your name]. Count for me.
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Take off your character costume pieces.
Take off the character role and become yourself again.
Closure:
Ask the children to tell you about meeting Grandma, and what they did with her.
In a song about harvest, incorporate the picking movement that the children just did with Grandma.
Teach them the rest of “Harvest Song” (to the tune of “Farmer in the Dell”).
Everyone stand up and stretch your bodies up tall like a tree.
[Stand with arms held up overhead]
Like a tree, we have to keep our feet in one place. Our tree roots go into the
ground. They can’t move. Our branches can move in the wind. [Move arms
back & forth above head]
The wind blows our branches one way, then the other way. [Bend side to
side at the waist]
The wind can even blow our leaves off, floating them down slowly to the
ground. [Demonstrate having hands float slowly to the ground]
Let’s try that again.
The third time you lead these movements, start the song.
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Help the Earth
Developed by Greg Artzner and Terry Leonino
Growing Green: An Early Childhood Look at Ecology through Songs, Stories and Movement
Objective/Goal:
This experience celebrates the wonder of the natural world and encourages the protection of wildlife
and habitat through the use of music, creative drama, and movement. It allows children to explore
their connection to the families of plants and animals while sharing ideas and choices they can make
to become environmental caregivers; at the same time, it enhances numerous curriculum goals such
as cognition and identification, listening and verbalization, and motor skills.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Vocabulary
Comprehension
Listening skills and verbalization
Gross and fine motor skills development
Following directions
Socialization
Environmental awareness

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9

CD 1, Track 15 – “Help the Earth”

Procedure and Process:
Preparation
Teach the sign language signs, or create meaningful gestures, for “help,” “earth,” “learn,” “birds,”
“bats,” “habitat,” “water,” “forests,” “trees,” “breeze,” “light,” “walk,” “bike,” “plant,” “clean,” “do,” and
“recycle.” Practice and review as many of these new sign vocabulary words as you feel they can
handle before presenting the song. Use only the most important signed words in the song at first,
and increase the use of signs, building sign vocabulary with each repetition of the song, appropriate
to your children’s ability.
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Collect and display pictures of the animals, plants, bodies of water, and objects mentioned in the
song, to visually familiarize the children with them.
Sing the song in the circle using the sign vocabulary.
Help the Earth
What can we do to help the earth
Help the earth, help the earth
What can we do to help the earth
Help the earth today
We can learn about nature
About birds and bats
We can help to protect
Their habitats
We can learn about water
The ocean and bay
And the rivers that flow
Into them every day
We can learn about forests
The plants and the trees
Sit in the shade
Feel the cool, cool breeze
We can shut off the water
We can turn out the light
We can walk to school
We can ride our bike
We can plant a tree
We can clean the park
We can recycle
We can do our part
We can all help the earth
Help the earth, help the earth
We can all help the earth
Help the earth today
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Follow-up
First, experience the local flora and fauna with guided walks around the school and neighborhood.
Encourage the children to explore flora and fauna in their own backyards and neighborhoods and
bring in to school objects from nature for show and tell.
Next, expand the learning described in the song, learning through books and other media about
animals that live in the habitats mentioned: ocean, bay, river, forest. Teach the children the
importance of conserving resources by turning off running water and electricity. Each day, assign one
child to monitor the use of water and lights in the classrooms. Call them the “Water and Power Saver”
and give them a special hat or cape to wear. Plant a seed for a tree in the classroom and then allow
all the children to participate in planting the tree outside.
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Hip Hop Warm-Up
Developed by Gary Lapow
Food ‘n Fun
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience that promotes healthy physical movement.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9

Attending
Listening
Following directions

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9

CD 1, Track 16 – “Hip Hop Warm-up”

Procedure and Process:
As a teacher, you are often asked to find new ways to capture your children’s attention while focusing
on the details of your curriculum. The demands of the current focus on children’s health habits may
involve relatively new concepts for early childhood educators. How do we make fruits and vegetables
seem more attractive than cake, candy, and ice cream? How do we show that exercise is more
enjoyable than television and video games?
Hip Hop Warm-up
This is a call and response song with motions. This warm-up can be used to wake up our bodies and
minds, and will get your juices flowing. Once you’re comfortable with it, you can use it with your
children.
Lyrics

Movements

Hip Hop

Jump up and down

Hip Hop
Hip Hop
Now stop

Hands out in front of body
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Say "Yeah, Yeah, Yeah."

Nod head up and down

Say "No, No, No."

Shake head "no"

Say "Stop, Stop, Stop."

Hands out in front of body

Say "Go, Go, Go."

Wave hands around

Come here, come here

Wave hands "come here"

Stay there, stay there

Wave hands "away"

Say where? Say where?

Shade eyes with hand, searching

Over there, over there

Point in one direction

Say where?

Shade eyes with hand, searching

Who cares?

Shrug shoulders, palms up

Hip Hop

Jump up and down

Hip Hop
Hip Hop
Now stop

Hands out in front of body

Put your hands on your head

Hands on head

Did you hear what I said?

Cup hand behind ear

Put your hands on your knees

Hands on knees

Are you listening to me?

Cup hand behind ear

Everybody stand tall

Stand up

Hip Hop y'all!

Jump

Hip Hop

Jump up and down

Hip Hop
Hip Hop
Now stop

Hands out in front of body

Now turn it all around

Turn around

Shh! Don't make a sound

Finger to lips for "shh"

Everybody sit down

Sit down
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I Like the Way I Feel
Developed by Gary Lapow
Food ‘n Fun
Objective/Goal:
This is an upbeat song that allows children to make assertive statements about what they do in their
own lives to make their bodies healthy. It encompasses the concepts of exercise, getting enough
sleep, and eating healthy foods.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9

Creative expression
Similarities and differences
Representational thought

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9

CD 1, Track 17 – “I Like the Way I Feel“

Procedure and Process:
Listen to “I Like the Way I Feel” on the CD, and then think about ways to make it your own. You can
ask the children questions about what makes them feel good. Then, put the answers inside the
following rap structure (no melody required). Remember to try to find movements for each idea, as
well as simple movements for the chorus.
Verse:
When I [fill in each child’s answer], I like the way I feel [repeat two times]
Chorus:
I like the way, the way, the way it makes me feel [repeat two times]
Children love to hear their words used in the verses! All answers from children are accepted and used
in the song. You don’t even need to find rhymes. Just repeating their statements, in rhythm, will give
it the feel of a rap song.
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I Like the Way I Feel
Yo, I want to get personal,
I want to get next to you.
I’ll tell you what I like that makes me feel good,
You tell me if you like it too.
Do you like to be full of energy,
And run for miles and miles?
Do you like to flex your muscles,
And have a dazzling smile?
What makes you feel good about yourself?
What makes you feel proud and strong?
Don’t walk, let’s talk, yo, wait a minute—
First we’re gonna do this song!
I like the way, the way,
The way it makes me feel.
When I treat my body like a friend
I like the way I feel.
When I exercise and stretch and bend
I like the way I feel.
When I’m drinking milk,
When I’m eating cheese
I like the way I feel.
When I give my body what it needs
I like the way I feel.
Let me hear you say “you, you”
Let me hear you say “me, me”
Let me hear you say “strong, strong”
As healthy as can be.
When I eat an apple, when I eat a pear
I like the way I feel.
It’s good for my teeth, my skin, my hair
I like the way I feel.
When I eat a rainbow of veggies and fruits
I like the way I feel.
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When I’m not afraid to try something new
I like the way I feel.
Well that’s the facts from front to back,
You got to give yourself some credit.
You want to feel good, that’s understood,
Dig it, don’t forget it.
You want to be strong, and you want to live long, with nothing to be afraid of—
So think about the food you put in your mouth,
‘cause that’s what your body’s made of.
What you eat is what you are,
That’s the bottom line.
I want to thank everybody for singing with me,
Now sing it with me one more time!

Variation/Expansion:
Fruit and Vegetable Sorting List
How about a discussion of what the children know about the differences between fruits and veggies?
Ask them to name the different fruits or vegetables they are familiar with, and have them decide
which category each one fits into. You can use your chalkboard or whiteboard to either write down
the two lists or put up drawings or photos of each (with its name written underneath).
Here’s a chant you can use when the children decide which category each item fits into:
Lyrics

Movement

Fruit, fruit, let’s root for the fruit! (2X)

Hands in air, cheering motion

OR
A veggie, a vegetable, it tastes so delectable. “Yum yum” motion over tummy
Note: You should explain what the word “delectable” means.
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Imaginary Travel
Developed by Valerie Bayne Carroll and Michele Valeri
Wake Up Your Wishes: An Introduction to Wolf Trap Drama
Objective/Goal:
Through imaginary travel, children develop motor control and socialization skills. Pretending to travel
also engages their minds in abstract thinking and problem solving.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9

Self-regulation
Problem solving
Representational thought

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

CD 2, Track 8 – “Jamming in G”
CD 2, Track 22 – “Ocean Soundscape”
CD 2, Track 23 – “Rainforest Soundscape”
CD 2, Track 29 – “Barnyard Sounds“
CD 2, Track 35 – “Magic Sound 1”
CD 2, Track 36 – “Magic Sound 2”
CD 2, Track 2– “This Old Man (Samba)”

Materials Needed:

9
9

Recordings of nature or environmental sounds
Pictures of places (imaginary destinations)

Procedure and Process:
For all children, traveling is an adventure. New sights, sounds, smells and tastes are a thrilling part of
visiting new places. Imaginary travel, with thoughtful preparation and controlled cues, can create the
excitement of real travel. Using pictures, sound effects, music, and even things they can taste, touch,
and smell will heighten the experience.
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Using their imaginations, children can travel into a story and experience it on a new level. You can
guide them there as yourself or as a character (thereby incorporating role-play into the experience).
You can travel to the story environment on an imaginary train, bus, plane, or magic carpet. The
children can march or dance behind you as you lead them
around the room to their destination, while you sing a
“traveling” song. Or, the children can just close their eyes and
listen for a magic sound (a bell, a chime, a drum beat) that will
transport them in a blink.
Preparation:
Show pictures of your destination and talk about what you will
see on your trip. This will charge the children’s enthusiasm and
give them a frame of reference as they travel. Stress that this is
an imaginary trip, so the children will have to use their
imaginations to get there and to experience the new location.
Using modes of transportation:
Use sound effects to dramatize your chosen mode. For example, to make the sounds of a train, use a
cardboard container about the size of a cereal box that you have filled with lentils or un-popped
popcorn, and shake it evenly back and forth to make the sound of the train’s “chugga-chugga.” A
wooden train whistle completes the soundscape of a train coming into the station.
Use role-play to act out the train conductor, pilot, or bus driver. Collect tickets, line up the
passengers, start the engine, and go.
Hear that train? [Make sounds effects with shaker and whistle]
We can take the train to [destination].
Do you have a ticket? Show me your pretend ticket. Here’s my ticket.
Okay, give me your ticket and then stand in a line behind me.
Put your hands on the shoulders of the person in front of you.
Ready? All aboard! Here we go! [Add more sound effects and chug around
the room until you reach your destination]
Using traveling music:
Sing, beat a drum, or use recorded music to travel physically around the room to your destination.
You can also just mentally travel while the children are seated in a circle.
If the children are seated, it helps to add some movement in place, such as a pantomime for driving a
car, or patting their knees to the beat.
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Follow me while we sing our traveling song to the farm!
[Sing to the tune of “Farmer in the Dell:”]
We’re walking to the farm,
We’re walking to the farm,
We’re visiting the animals,
We’re walking to the farm
Repeat as needed. Improvise additional verses.
Using a magic sound:
Ask the children to close their eyes (there will be a certain amount of peeking!) and listen, while you
count to three and then make the magic sound that will take them to their destination.
When they hear the sound, they may open their eyes and look around.
This is my magic sound. [Demonstrate sound effect]
It’s going to help us get to [destination].
We’re going to close our eyes, and then I’m going to count to three and
make the magic sound.
When we open our eyes, we’ll be in [destination].
When you arrive:
It helps to announce your arrival in a dramatic way to get the children’s
imaginations working.
Ready? Close your eyes! One – two – three – [magic sound]
Open your eyes! We’re here!
Start pointing out imaginary sights:
Look! I see a parrot in that banana tree!
Ask the children what they see.
Use a recording of environmental sounds:
Listen! I hear the waves. We must be near the beach.
You can fade out these sounds soon after your arrival or use them as
background for the duration of the experience.
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Experiencing the imaginary environment:
The imaginary environment can be created and
explored in many ways. A variety of sensory cues will
bring the setting to life. For example, a large blue
cloth or parachute can represent a pond, a lake or the
ocean. A green cloth can be scattered with artificial
flowers to represent a meadow.
Listen to recordings of that environment: ocean
waves, bird calls, crickets, falling rain.
Use smell to evoke the setting. If you’re at the beach,
rub a little sunscreen onto each child’s hand to smell.
If you’re in a meadow, pass around some fragrant
flowers or some rosewater or lavender oil on a cotton
ball to sniff. (Do this only if you know that none of the
children have allergies to these substances.)
Provide tactile experiences such as giving the children
real sheep’s wool to touch, or misting them with
water to feel the ocean spray or a rainforest
downpour.
Engage in activities appropriate to the setting. Take turns “swimming in the ocean” or jumping like
frogs in and out of the pond; walk around the farm, feeding and petting the animals and then acting
them out with sound and movement; or pick meadow flowers.
Controls:
If you plan to use a large prop, such as a parachute, introduce it to the children before your
imaginary journey so that you can clearly set forth the rules for using the prop and practice following
them.
Use a drum to keep a steady walking beat as you explore the environment on foot. When the drum
stops, the children stop.
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Linking Drama to Children’s Literature
Developed by Jeanne Wall
Extending the Story: Integrating the Performing Arts and Learning
Objective/Goal:
Dramatic play and interaction with the environment are two of the best ways for children to learn. By
tapping into children’s love for pretending, this experience addresses curriculum goals through
dramatic play while making the lesson active and engaging.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9

Vocabulary development
Sequencing
Listening skills

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9
9

CD 2, Track 5 – “Katie’s Lullabye” (This is slow, soothing music to be used for seeds growing)
CD 1, Track 18 – “Garden Friends”

Materials Needed:

9
9
9

The book Jack’s Garden by Henry Cole (Hong Kong: Harpers, 1995)
Fabric
CD player or other device for playing music

Procedure and Process:
Many early childhood teachers like to develop lessons about gardening in the spring. The Henry
Cole book Jack’s Garden is a good place to start, because each page is rich with information
showing tools, garden preparation, planting, flowers, and the insects and birds that are necessary for
a healthy garden.
Start by reading the book with the children, giving them a gesture for each sequence in the text. Try
to make it physically active for the children, adding gestures and always giving them a verbal phrase
or response to the story. The gestures provide a kinesthetic learning experience while asking the
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children to work on a symbolic level, which is an emergent literacy skill. The spoken phrase reinforces
vocabulary development, also enhancing emergent literacy.
Introduction:
Reading, with the children participating with gestures, helps focus their attention and kinesthetically
helps them learn the vocabulary and sequence of the story. Often, the children are able to use the
vocabulary and understand the sequence after only one reading when gestures are added. Some of
these gestures will also be used in a song at the end of the lesson. Throughout the week, the book
can be reread, stopping to discuss the details and illustrations on each page.
Children, this is the garden that Jack planted. He has worked hard to get his
garden ready for planting. He’s made his garden soil flat. Let’s all make a
flat garden bed like Jack using our arm. [Hold forearm parallel to the floor
and stroke arm starting at elbow, ending at fingertips]
This is the soil that made up the garden that Jack built. [Children repeat
garden bed gesture]
These are the seeds. Everyone pick up a seed. [With thumb and forefinger,
pick up seed and put it in the garden bed on your forearm] These are the
seeds that fell.
This is the rain. Let’s all make some rain. [Lift both hands, fingers open,
starting overhead and bringing them down slowly] This is the rain that
wets the seeds.
These are the seedlings. What is a seedling? The seedling is the tiny baby
plant that grows when the seeds get wet. Let’s all make a seedling. [Point
the tip of your finger so that it is sticking out above arm/garden bed]
These are the seedlings that sprouted.
These are the flowers. Let’s all make a flower. [Using your forearm as
garden bed, make your other arm stick up perpendicular to it with your
elbow resting on top of the garden bed arm. Your fingers are the flower,
hand wide open.] Let’s all smell our flowers. These are the flowers that grew
from the seedlings that sprouted when the_______ [Leave out the word
“rain” and other words, showing only the gestures and allowing the
children to fill in the missing words for each gesture]
These are the insects. Many insects visit the garden to drink the nectar of
the flowers. First we’ll make a bumblebee. Hold out your fist to make a bee.
Now put a stinger on it. BZZZZ! [Hold fist upward, thumb sticking out to
the side]
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And this is a butterfly. Hold up both hands with palms facing toward
yourselves . Make sure your thumbs are on the outside. Let’s have other
thumbs say a thumb hello to our neighbors. Gently touch your thumb to the
thumb of the person next to you to say hello. Now cross your hands and
hook your thumbs together. This is the sign for “butterfly.” These are the
insects that sipped nectar from the flowers.
These are the birds. This is the sign for singing bird. Put your thumb and
finger together beside your mouth and move them open and closed.
[Continue reading, remembering to leave blanks for the children to
verbally fill in when you cue them with the gestures] These are the birds
that chase after the... that sip nectar from the ... that grew from the ... that
sprouted when the ... wet the ... that fell on the ... that made up the garden
that Jack planted. And this is the garden that Jack planted.
Main Experience:
A simple drama experience can change the atmosphere in your classroom. Integrating the arts and
learning creates lessons that appeal to a variety of learning styles and enhances child development.
Would you like to build a garden like Jack’s right here in our classroom? We
can because we have great imaginations.
Everyone, this is a flower seed. Is it large or small?
Can anyone make their body small like this seed? Let’s all try that.
When you hear the music, it’s time for the tiny seeds to sprout and very
slowly grow up tall into beautiful flowers. Everyone, make yourself small
like a seed and start to grow when you hear the music.
Music should be slow and soothing to help facilitate slow growing movements. Bring everyone back
to the circle.
We are going to take turns being actors and getting a chance to be a seed
and grow in our garden, as well as be sun helpers and rain helpers.
Children, what do we need first to make a garden? This cloth is going to be
our garden soil. [Choose the first group, making it small, to play the part
of the seeds] I’m going to place the first seeds in our garden. [Hold up the
word “seed” and place it somewhere out of dramatic action]
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Can you make your bodies small like a seed? Now we are going to cover
the seeds with dirt or soil. [Hold up the word “soil,” and place it with the
word “seed.” Cover the children who are playing the part of the seeds with
a piece of fabric]
Now what do we need to make the seeds sprout and grow? Rain! [Place the
word “rain” with other vocabulary words] We are going to need some rain
helpers to gently pitter-patter rain on the backs of the seeds. [Model the
gesture and gentle touching of the children who are under the fabric.
Choose from remaining children to be rain helpers]
Now the rain helpers sit down. What else do we need for our garden? Sun!
[Hold up the word “sun”] We need some sun helpers to gently rub the
backs of the seeds to warm them up, and let them know it’s time to wake
up and sprout. [Model gentle touch and rubbing. Use the remaining
children for sun helpers]
Now we are going to watch these seeds sprout and grow into beautiful
flowers. [Hold up the word “flower.” Start music and watch as the children
become flowers. Finish with applause.]
Closure:
Teach the song “Garden Friends” using the gestures the children already know for bee, butterfly, and
singing bird.
Let’s have a round of applause for our beautiful garden.
Now repeat the cycle one or two more times so every child gets a chance to be a seed in the garden.
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Listen to Her Song
Developed by Greg Artzner and Terry Leonino
Growing Green: An Early Childhood Look at Ecology through Songs, Stories and Movement
Objective/Goal:
This song is used to help children become aware of their interconnected relationships with all living
things.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9

Vocabulary
Following directions
Listening skills
Size concepts

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9

CD 1, Track 19 – “Listen to Her Song”

Procedure and Process:
Preparation
The children should be familiarized through the use of pictures with the animals and plants
mentioned in the song; or, in the case of the trees, the actual leaves, needles, or cones. With the use
of the pictures, the children should first be asked if they know what animal the illustration depicts. If
they don’t know, then the name can be told along with the beginning letter of the name. This can be
followed with a call and response using the American Sign Language alphabet. For example:
Teacher: Repeat after me. C is for “cardinal.”
Children: C is for “cardinal.”
Learn and teach the children the American Sign Language signs for “listen,” “song,” “mother,” and
“earth.” Learn ASL for some of the other animals mentioned on the song. Meaningful gestures may
be used in place of ASL for signs which may be too difficult or abstract, or for words for which there
is no known ASL sign. The children can be engaged in the creation of these gestures. Sound effects
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may also be added to help bring this song to life. Prepare the children by breaking down the song
and its lessons a verse at a time, concentrating on each of the different groups (animals that live on
land, animals that fly, animals that live in the water, and so on).
Listen to Her Song
Listen to the song of our mother earth
Listen to the song of our mother earth
Listen to the song of our mother earth
Listen to her song
If the earth (If the earth)
Is our mother (Is our mother)
Then we all (Then we all)
Are sister and brother (Are sister and brother)
To the cardinal
And the big black crow
To the robin red-breast
And the little sparrow
To the big gray squirrel
And the white-striped skunk
To the hoppity rabbit
And the little chipmunk
To the fish in the creek
And the jumping green frog
To the tadpole in the spring
The turtle on the log
To the ladybug
The firefly up high
To the little black ant
And the butterfly
To the wasp and hornet
And the honeybee
Watch them do their work
But let their stingers be
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Variations:
This song can be adapted for specific class use by writing additional verses about different animals,
different species of fish, marine life including marine mammals such as whales and dolphins, flowers,
plants, and trees. This expands the children’s learning experience and knowledge. Introduce the
children to local birds, plants, animals, and marine life to enhance their local awareness. Take them
on neighborhood field trips to see all the various plants and animals in their immediate surroundings,
take notes, and then write new verses when back together in the classroom. Even dogs and cats can
become part of the song.
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Make It Your Own
Developed by Gary Lapow
Sing It, Shape It, Write It Yourself
Objective/Goal:
To create and sing simple, developmentally appropriate songs to support children’s language and
kinesthetic development, and reflect curriculum.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9

Verbal skills
Conceptualization
Listening skills

Procedure and Process:
Take the musical form of a familiar children’s song and come up with your own sentence. For
example, use the same melody as “This Little Light of Mine” and try a sentence like “That’s what
makes me strong” to inspire your children.
I can _______
That’s what makes me strong (3X)
Makes me strong, makes me strong, makes me strong
Fill in the blank with your positive messages, such as “I can read a book” or “I can tie my shoes.”
Taking suggestions from the children will help develop their conceptual and verbal skills.
Think of hand movements for each line, imitating the action in the first line. The children should flex
their muscles for “Makes me strong, makes me strong, makes me strong.”
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Making Our Traveling Body Bubbles
Developed by Terlene Terry Todd
Cruisin’ the Caribbean
Objective/Goal:
This experience uses a strategy to facilitate children moving in a group, increasing their body
awareness and respect for the space of others and serving as a vehicle for imaginary travel.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9
9

Shapes
Problem-solving skills
Imagery/language
Body awareness
Self-regulation

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9

CD 2, Track 9 – “English Dance” (This piece works well as “traveling” music.)

Materials Needed:

9

Bottle of bubbles

Procedure and Process:
Blow soap bubbles and discuss their characteristics with the children. Ask these important problemsolving questions:
What shape are the bubbles?
Can you make your body into one of the bubble shapes? [Allow children to
explore different shapes]
What colors do you see in the bubbles?
How do the bubbles move in space? Do they float?
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Can you move your body like the bubbles? Show me.
If you could get inside the bubble and travel all around the world, how would
you get inside the bubble? [Have the children explore different ways of
getting into their bubbles.]
Pretend to pull a bubble from your pocket and cup it in your hand. Look into your hand and
announce the color of your bubble.
Ask everyone to look at his or her bubble and say what color it is. You will get a wide variety of
responses.
Ask the children if they would like to travel someplace special, someplace with lots of sun, sand and
sea. Then suggest taking a cruise around the Caribbean Islands.
The children should open their bubbles and step inside. Be sure to lock the traveling bubbles. Play
soft but medium tempo music for traveling in the bubble.
Have the children stretch out their arms and legs and begin “floating” through space. Travel on
different levels, in different directions and while using different locomotor movements such as slide,
hop, skip, or walking on tip-toe.
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Name Game with Feelings
Developed by Karina Naumer
The Art of Successful Questioning: Fostering Child-Teacher Collaboration in the Classroom
Objective/Goal:
This is a main experience designed to offer children the opportunity to gauge how they are feeling
and to express these emotions through movement. It is also a memory game.
Educational Impact:

9
9

Memory
Self-expression/exploring feelings

Procedure and Process:
Preparation:
This name game should be played with young children after they have already been introduced to
words that describe different feelings. As an introduction, you might first show them some pictures of
people showing different emotions, and then discuss them as a group. Next, brainstorm different
emotions and role-play these emotions as a group before asking the children to contribute
individually.
Experience:
All the children stand in a circle so that everyone can see each other.
Demonstrate how to play the game by modeling the steps. First, state how you are feeling.
Accompany the statement with a movement that expresses this emotion. For example:
My name is Karina and I’m feeling excited!
[Demonstrate a movement that illustrates “excitement”]
Next, in unison, the children repeat your chosen word and copy your movement.
Children: Karina!
[Repeat the movement for “excitement”]
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The child in the circle next to you does the same thing for his or her name and emotion. After the
class has repeated that child’s sound and movement in unison, they again repeat your name and
movement. The game continues, adding each name, until everyone has had a turn.
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Ponds Are Alive
Developed by Jeanne Wall
Rediscovering and Exploring Science through the Arts
Objective/Goal:
This main experience allows children to discover the different animals that live in ponds, and to use
their senses for scientific discovery.
Through the use of the senses as well as drama, movement, puppetry, and music experiences, it is
possible to explore and discover unique environments and enhance a child’s understanding of the
natural world. This exploration of natural habitats, aligned with curriculum standards, will expand the
children’s knowledge of the physical world while developing skills that promote approaches to
learning, observation, descriptive skills, problem-solving, and emergent literacy.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9
9
9

Vocabulary
Descriptive language
Problem solving
Listening skills
Observational skills
Self-regulation

Suggestions for use with the Songs for Singing and Learning CDs:

9
9
9

CD 2, Track 26 – “Pond Soundscape”
CD 2, Track 27 – “Pond Sounds”
CD 2, Track 28 – “Insect, Frog, Bird Sounds”

Materials Needed:

9
9
9
9
9

Brown fabric (for the pond’s muddy bottom)
Opaque blue fabric
Figures of a fish, turtle, crayfish, newt, and several ducks
Scarf (for pond grass)
Green felt lily pad
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Procedure and Process:
This is a lesson about ponds, with the overall objective of teaching pond science: the elements of a
pond and the animals dependent on it. It allows the children to become aware of their senses and
how important their senses are to discovering and observing new environments. The children will
move very slowly and quietly, as if really looking for wildlife and listening for sounds. You can
emphasize observation using only sight. How can they use descriptive language to describe what
they see?
The first time I used this lesson, it was designed for a special needs classroom. With this in mind, I
had to anticipate problems that would require more management strategies. I also needed to
consider the rhythm of the lesson, namely, how to boost the energy level in some places while
keeping the children actively involved. First, I looked for things to visually create a pond scene in the
classroom. I thought about how I could provide the children with an auditory experience and how to
choose the right book for the subject matter. I wanted to incorporate an enjoyable movement
component into the lesson at the point that I believed the children’s attention span might be
challenged. The illustrations of pond grass gave me an idea for a grass dance.
Preparation:
On the floor, create a pre-set pond scene. Use brown fabric (pond’s muddy bottom) covered with an
opaque blue fabric that is big enough for all the children to sit around it. On the bottom (the brown
fabric), place a small figure of a fish, a turtle, a crayfish, and a newt, as well as a scarf for pond grass.
All of this is covered with the blue fabric, representing the water in the pond. On the pond, place a
green felt lily pad. Bring the children to the pond, and speak in a soft voice.
Today we are going to visit a pond, which is a small body of water. A pond
is a special kind of habitat, or place, where certain kinds of animals and
plants live.
A person who goes out and studies the plants and animals in ponds is
called a naturalist. Naturalists often share what they know about habitats
(those special places animals live) and about the animals and plants that
live there, by taking a group of children – like you – on a tour.
Would you like to go on a tour and visit a pond today? I’m going to put on
my naturalist hat because I’m going to be the naturalist today.
The way a naturalist learns about a habitat is by observing, using their eyes
and listening with their ears. If we are very quiet, we may see many birds
and animals at the pond—but birds and animals are scared by noises and
fast movements, so we must walk very slowly and quietly to the pond. Once
we are there, let’s sit very quietly beside the pond with our hands in our
laps. Remember to move slowly and quietly. I’ll lead the way.
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If the children are not following your instructions, stop them and bring them back. Emphasize that, if
they want to see the animals, they must move slowly and quietly. Try again. Sitting around the pond,
children will want to touch the water fabric. Still in a whisper, say:
Let’s all take one hand and gently touch the water. How does it feel?
Encourage whispering voices.
We don’t want to scare away the animals, so all hands back in our laps.
Shh! [whispering] Listen, what do you hear?
Play a recording of environmental sounds that includes song birds and frog sounds.
Let’s look around and see if we can observe any of the animals that we are
hearing.
Where is this bird flying? Some birds land and sit beside the pond to get a
drink of water. Where is this bird sitting? Are the birds the same? How are
they different?
Some birds go in the pond. What kind of birds are these? They are a mother
duck and her baby ducks. What color are they? How many ducks are there?
Let’s count them. [Place the ducks on the water one at a time]
Mama Duck likes to have her babies in a straight line. Are these ducks in a
straight line? She quacks at her babies, telling them to get in a line.
Show the children the baby ducks going in a circle.
What shape is this?
Mama Duck quacks again. Put ducks in a square, then a triangle.
Let’s help Mama Duck and put her babies in a straight line. Now Mama
Duck is happy. Off she goes with her babies.
Main Experience
Using finger puppets or small representational objects, start a
narration/puppet play about animals coming to visit the pond. The
first to show up is a dragonfly. Demonstrate a bird flying over the
pond looking for bugs to eat.
Two frogs, one lily pad
Two frogs are now brought into the scene. After a quick swim, both
frogs are hungry and want to sit on the lily pad to wait for flies. They
begin to squabble over who gets to sit on the lily pad.
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Ask the children what they think is happening. They will likely say that the frogs are fighting.
Why do you think they are fighting? If they keep fighting, will either of them
catch their dinner? What do you think they should do?
Accept all answers that the children provide.
They could share the lily pad. How could they share it? Take turns.
Demonstrate how the frogs can take turns.
Is the pad big enough for them to use together at the same time? Yes.
Put both frogs on the pad.
Now they can be friends and eat lunch together. The frogs decide to catch bugs and then
share them for lunch.
This is a wonderful opportunity to introduce a math problem. The frogs could catch a number of
bugs, but the bugs get divided unevenly. This causes the frogs to squabble again. Ask the children to
explain what is wrong. Count the bugs.
Are the piles of bugs the same? Which has more? Can someone make them
the same on both sides?
You can tell the children that frogs really catch flies and eat them right away, but, since we are
pretending, the frogs will catch their bugs first and wait to eat together.
Looking under the surface of the water
If we work together, we can explore what is under the water.
When I tell you to, and without lifting it up, everyone must take a hold of
the edge of the pond just like I am doing. Do not lift it up until I tell you to
do so.
When we lift it up, it’s really important that everyone keep both hands on
the pond. Don’t let go.
This is designed to counteract the impulse to reach for the objects under the water.
We will lift the water when I count to three. Using only your eyes, look at
what is under there. One, two, three, lift. Look with your eyes.
On the count of three, put the water back down. One, two, three. What did
you see? Part of being a naturalist is observing, which means looking very
carefully.
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Remind the children to hold on and lift again – and then down.
What colors did you see?
How many things do you see?
Remove the blue fabric completely.
Close the space.
New Vocabulary Words:
•
•

Habitat
Naturalist
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Preparing an Interactive Storytelling Lesson
Developed by Steve Elm
The Story in Question: Storytelling and Child-directed Technique
Objective/Goal:
When children are engaged interactively using these strategies, they are developing their
imaginations as well as literacy skills such as phonemic awareness, sequencing, recall, predicting, and
problem-solving. They also become co-creators of the story.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9

Comprehension
Critical thinking
Sequencing
Memory

Procedure and Process:
Introduction
How might you prepare your children to hear a story? A story introduction can both excite and focus
them, preparing them for the story itself. For example, discuss what animals are found in a forest.
How do they move?
What sounds do they make?
What do they eat?
Well, once upon a time there was this hungry wolf…
Sing a song with the children, or teach a new song to the children, that have either characters or
themes that may relate to your story. For example, sing “Itsy Bitsy Spider” before telling a story about
spiders.
For a story about food, sit in a circle and ask each child say his or her name, along with the name of
his or her favorite food. After that, say:
All this talk about food has made me hungry. This reminds me of a story I
once heard about an old lady and a pumpkin…
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Storytelling Points of Participation
Engaging young children in the telling
In order to fully engage young children within the storytelling experience, you must invite the
children into the stories by offering them engaging opportunities to contribute to the telling of the
story. Older audiences can fully enjoy a story by building the story images in their imaginations.
While young children can do this too, their attention spans and physical needs demand a greater
interactive role.
The New York City Wolf Trap Program (CAT) has created four different categories that we call points
of participation, or active ways to engage young children in storytelling. They are:
•
•
•
•

Refrain (chants, phrases or words)
Physical actions or sounds offered by the storyteller
Physical actions or sounds offered by the children
Questioning within the story (open-ended)

Refrain (chants, phrases or words)
You can invite children to repeat certain parts of text at key moments during story.
And the old lady said, “Look at me. I’m nothing but skin and bone!”
Let’s all say “Skin and bone!”
Children [repeat with you]: “Skin and bone!”
Continue the story, and when you reach the next sequence containing the phrase, signal the
children’s participation by saying, “And the old lady said, ‘I’m nothing but. . .’” Use your body, eyes,
and vocal intonation to prompt the children to say the phrase. This refrain, motif, or chorus is then
repeated throughout the story and becomes a central component of the experience.
Physical actions or sounds offered by storyteller
Invite the children to mimic a physical action or sound that you will demonstrate and that is drawn
from the text.
And the old lady said, “Look at me, I’m nothing but skin and bone!”
Demonstrate a physical gesture to accompany the refrain. Ask the children to join and mimic your
sound and action. For example, you might pull the skin on your arms when saying, “Skin and bone!”
Continue the story, and when reaching the next sequence containing this phrase, signal the children
by saying only, “And the old lady said…” They will be prompted to demonstrate the sound/action.
You may also demonstrate a physical action or sound that is not a phrase or refrain, such as, “And as
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the pumpkin rolled, it went galoop, galoop, galoop,” while making a rolling gesture with your arms as
you say the phrase. Invite children to say it with you. This can be repeated whenever it seems
appropriate to the story.
Physical actions or sounds using the children’s ideas
Ask the children to demonstrate, using their own ideas, a physical action or sound that adds richness
and further context to the story, but that you can control.
And the old lady looked the tiger right in the eye. How do you think the old
lady did that? Show me.
You may get a variety of responses. Choose one or a variety of responses to use as a participation
point in the story. The child shares his or her idea with the group. You will then facilitate the action by
saying, “Let’s all do it.” Integrate it into the story by retelling that portion of the story, or the phrase,
that leads to the action. Prompt the children by saying, “And the old lady looked the tiger right in the
eye. Can you show me how she did that?”
Questioning
Ask the children open, directed questions that can add details and/or influence and change the story,
and that you can incorporate into the story.
What color birds do you see in the tree?
What fruits are in the tree?
Show me how the tree moves in the wind.
What animals might be in the forest?
What does that one look like?
What color is it?
How does it move?
How would it move if it was hungry?
Show me how the old lady walked with her walking stick.
Notice how questions are often followed by the “show me” request.
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Questions to Consider:
What skills may your children develop while engaged in this experience?
How can interactive storytelling support your classroom curricula?
How does interactive storytelling affect nonverbal children?
How may this affect special needs populations?
How does interactive storytelling support reading skills?
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Puppetry and the Preschool Child
Developed by Kathleen Lynam
Let Your Voices Be Heard: Using Puppets to Bring Stories to Life
Objective/Goal:
This experience demonstrates puppetry as a process whereby a character (the puppet) comes to life
through the imagination, movement and voice of the puppeteer.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9

Language development
Problem-solving
Listening

Procedure and Process:
When a child participates in the puppetry process, he or she takes risks and makes choices. This
empowerment naturally builds a positive self image.
In addition to confidence, language development works naturally with puppetry. The minute a child
(or adult) puts a puppet on his or her hand, he or she wants to make it talk. Vocabulary development
and oral expression increase particularly as the puppet faces new situations, as does the child’s
creative self-expression.
When using puppets as a group activity, social skills are practiced and reinforced. Listening,
observation, peer cooperation, and encouragement are evident during “puppet time.” Problemsolving and critical thinking skills are encouraged as children enable their puppets to respond to
challenging scenarios. Through stories, children are able to explore situations they may face in life,
practice various responses to these situations, and discover the benefits of positive choices.
Preparation
If you have never used puppetry in the classroom before, begin by using simple finger-play glove
puppets. These effective puppets will focus your children’s attention while you practice your finger
movements. These puppets don’t require a different voice, so this is a very low-risk activity. Hand
puppets that only whisper in your ear can be a great way to begin circle time. Another effective
behavior management tool is a simple spoon puppet named “OH NO.” On one side of the spoon, I
have a drawn a happy face (called “WAY TO GO”) and on the other side, a sad or astonished look. The
accompanying poem will have your children ready to go in no time:
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OH NO
Oh no! Oh no!
Look what Oh no! sees
Quick criss-cross
Hands in your laps
Zip your lips up please.
When the children are sitting quietly, flip to other side of the spoon to show the happy face.
Way to go! Way to go!
Now you’re looking good.
Eyes up here, listening ears
Sitting like you should.
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Puppets as a Transition Device
Developed by Joe Pipik
Puppet Power: Effective Techniques for Using Puppets in the Classroom
Objective/Goal:
This experience demonstrates the use of a puppet character as a transition tool for classroom
management and assessment of skills.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9

Social skills
Self-regulation
Listening skills

Procedure and Process:
One very popular use for a puppet is to use it as a transition into a new subject. Going into a subject,
this character can help you assess the familiarity and knowledge of the children. In reviewing a
subject, the puppet (you) can check retention of important key points. This character can function in
a variety of ways.
Concrete representative of new subject
For a farm unit, use a farmer or farm animal character. A doctor or dentist might work for a hygiene
unit. You might use a historical or familiar children’s book figure (or an unknown associate, like
George Washington’s cook) for history or literature.
Class mascot or random visitor
Your puppet character could be a cuddly friend who is a regular pet for the classroom, such as a dog,
cat, or bear. You can also introduce a “stranger” who suddenly pays a visit to the classroom.
You [as yourself]: Well, who are you?
You [as puppet]: I’m a wizard and I heard there was going to be a little magic here, so I
thought maybe I’d learn some new tricks.
You: No, we are going to be reading about Big Bear.
Puppet: Well, Big Bear had a friend, you know, named Owl.
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Recurring theme character
You can incorporate a character who only shows up at specific transition times, such as recess, and
helps to direct the children’s actions.
Oh, look who’s here. Must be lunch time!
Who’s my line leader? Here are the alligator eyes. What kind of bodies do
alligators have? That’s right, long and straight. Show me.
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Integrating Steady Beat
Developed by Cynthia Elek
And the Beat Goes On
Objective/Goal:
This experience is designed to help teachers become comfortable with the concept and use of steady
beat. The regular division of time into even units helps children organize and anticipate. It is a natural
occurrence. Even when beat is altered into rhythm, steady beat provides an underpinning, or
foundation, to that rhythm.
Educational Impact:

9
9

Prosody
Language

Procedure and Process:
The Importance of Beat
Beat and rhythm, and the speed at which they occur (tempo), are common to all vocal and
instrumental music, whether pitched or rhythmic. Dividing time into units is something you do every
day, when you walk or reach for a glass, sit or drive a car. Movements and sounds in time and space
are often called timing. Timing is extremely important in specialized activities like sports or dance or
music. Language also relies on timing in order to be expressive.
Finding Your Own Beat
First, find your pulse. The pulse rate varies depending on whether we are active or at rest, excited or
calm. When we are at rest, it tends to beat in a general range of 60 to 70 beats per minute. This is a
good rate, or tempo, at which to recite nursery rhymes or sing songs with young children.
Speak the pulse out loud, using the word “bah,” as in “baa, baa black sheep.” Keep feeling the pulse
while saying the word. Now say the word with the same beat but without simultaneously feeling your
pulse.
Now say the word and lightly tap your thighs with the palms of your hands. Next, try tapping your
thighs without saying the words aloud, silently repeating the words in your head.
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Recite the following nursery rhyme while patting your thighs:
Baa, baa, black sheep
Have you any wool?
Yes sir, yes sir,
Three bags full.
One for my master
One for my dame
One for the little boy
Who lives down the lane.
Baa, baa, black sheep,
Have you any wool?
Yes sir, yes sir,
Three bags full.
Were you able to keep your beat? Why or why not? In the classroom, you as the teacher must
establish the beat by going through that process. Then you can communicate the beat to the
children by cueing them, saying for example, “One, two, let’s go!” You can also show the parents of
the children how to find their own beat, so they can work with their children at home.
Transferring the Beat to Other Body Parts
You will need an adult partner to work with. Find your pulse and
transfer it to a body part other than your thighs, using a different
motion. Recite “Baa, Baa, Black Sheep” using the new motion and
new body part. Now imagine that one of you is the teacher, and
the other a child. What body movements would be age
appropriate, and how would you model them for the child?
The same procedure can be used when singing the rhyme. Try the
same activity while singing “Baa, Baa, Black Sheep.”
Now try singing a song with more than one verse, and change
the motion and body part with each verse.
Moving from the Floor: Standing and Locomotion
You can use a traveling song to carry you from the floor to standing, where you can then move in
place or travel around the room or playground. You can repeat songs you did while seated, like “Baa,
Baa, Black Sheep”, and try the movements while on your feet. You can also experiment with a range
of traveling songs, singing them while simply walking around a circle and keeping the beat on a hand
drum. Later, a child can be invited to help keep the beat on the drum.
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Stages of Movement
Most three-year-olds can do limited beat movement in place. They can stand up and squat to the
beat, with a slide whistle or a song. They are capable of many kinds of locomotion (traveling
movement), including jumping on two feet or hopping on one, but they are unlikely to be able to
keep a beat while executing these movements. Only when they reach elementary school do most
children have the gross motor control and timing necessary to accurately keep a beat while hopping,
jumping, marching and skipping.
Continuously modeling the beat will establish the precedent, even if the children are unable to
replicate what you are doing. But it is up to you to model well. Through you, the children experience
the beat in different ways.
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Creating a Story Box
Developed by Amanda Layton
Story Boxes: Looking Beyond the Book, Thinking Inside the Box
Objective/Goal:
In this experience, educators can explore tools to enrich and extend children’s literature using a
variation on Wolf Trap Coffee Can Theater in order to ignite a way of thinking that will allow the
teacher to see the book beyond the page and bring it to life with creative arts experiences.
This experience enhances children’s literature by creating sensory experiences in the classroom
through the use of creative containers, engaging objects, and music.
Educational Impact:

9
9
9
9
9

Comprehension
Memory
Vocabulary
Creative problem-solving
Prosody

Materials Needed:

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

A box decorated with pictures of scene/characters from the book We’re Going on a Lion Hunt by
David Axtell (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1999)
Two girls
A lion
Green felt (grass)
Blue paper (lake)
Brown paper (swamp)
Foam cave

Procedure and Process:
Story boxes facilitate a range of early childhood developmental domains and enhance children’s
learning in the classroom while utilizing a variety of learning styles and intelligences. Creating a box
full of found objects can, with a little imagination, provide many dance, theatrical, and creative
experiences. Using story boxes creates an environment; introduces characters or the setting of a
story; and stimulates children’s creativity, problem-solving, and imagination.
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Any box/container will work when creating your story box, although size and shape are dictated by
the size of the objects inside. Most importantly, the items inside should remain hidden from view,
allowing their revelation to become part of the ritual. Keeping the contents of the box a mystery
helps to create suspense and interest.
Outside the Box
Decorating the outside of the box can be as simple as gluing on a photocopied picture from a book,
or as elaborate as you’d like to imagine. Visual clues on the outside, hinting at the theme or
characters inside, become the first lesson. When introducing a new box, you might ask:
What do you think might be inside?
Can anyone guess who is living inside my box?
What was your clue?
Making predictions and connecting the symbol on the outside with the theme or story inside is a
great way to become acquainted with a new story.
Introduction to a New Story Box
Introducing the box to the children, ask them what they see on the outside. Elicit ideas about what
might be inside the box.
What do you see on the outside of the box?
What do you think might live inside here?
Why do you think that?
What do you think it might look like?
For example, if introducing a box with a picture of a farm animal on the front, consider asking the
children to not only answer you verbally, but also to show you how they move.
Think in your mind—don’t say it out loud!—of one farm animal you might
find inside our farm box. Can you show us how your animal might move?
How does it sound?
This becomes a great guessing game for the children to play, and allows for practice of predicting
and associating symbols with objects and ideas.
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Inside the Box
When searching for items to put inside the box, be flexible. Children are forgiving if the doll inside
doesn’t exactly match the character from the book. They are happy to call a piece of green
construction paper “grass,” if you establish it as such. Their ability to substitute your symbol of grass
for that of the savannah setting in your story comes naturally. It only requires a little imagination!
Where to Find Story Box Props
Your backyard: Nature’s bounty makes for wonderful
themed boxes. Fall-themed boxes filled with leaves, acorns,
and pine cones; or spring boxes with flowers, seeds, and dirt
are great accompaniments to your seasonal literature.
The thrift store or garage sales: Any thrift store usually
has small, inexpensive dolls, stuffed animals, and knickknacks that work great for story props.
Dollar store or craft supply stores: Although craft stores
can be somewhat expensive, sales and coupons can help
with those must-have items.
Your own basement/garage/attic: Don’t forget about
your son’s stuffed animal collection, or the many little fast
food toys that collect dust around the house. They often
make wonderful representations of characters or movement phrases.
Photos and magazines: Simply cut pictures from magazines or old books, use old photographs, or
print images you find online. With a little lamination, and a stick glued to the back, you’ve created
easy puppet characters.
Selecting a Book to Use with Story Boxes
The physical construction of the story box is easy. It can be more difficult to choose a book that
inspires a box. Some books may be more appropriate than others when it comes to engaging
children in creative drama and dance experiences.
Look for books that have:
•
•
•
•
•

Repeated dialogue or phrases
A clear sequence of events
Words that inspire movement
An interesting setting or environment
Animals as characters
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Books that inspire storytelling and dramatic role-play
Books that inspire drama experiences will often have several
defined characters with repeated actions or dialogue; will have an
easy to follow sequence of events; and will have a clear beginning,
middle and end. Are you My Mother by P.D. Eastman (New York:
Random House, 1960), The Very Busy Spider by Eric Carle (New
York: Putnam, 1984) and We’re Going on a Lion Hunt by David
Axtell (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1999) are great
examples of books that allow children to actively participate in
role-playing. All three have repetitive dialogue that provides
opportunities to actively participate in telling and retelling the
story, either as a group or individually.
Story Box for We’re Going on a Lion Hunt
Introduce the story as you pull out the characters from the box.
We’re going on a lion hunt. We’re going to catch a big one!
We’re not scared! We’ve been here before.
Bring out the older sister.
Bring out the little sister.
Bring out the grass, lake, swamp, and cave, repeating the character’s dialogue in between each prop.
Cue the children for participation in dialogue as well as hand gestures for the phrases.
We can’t go over it; we can’t go under it; we can’t go around it; we must go
through it.
When the story sequence is finished, ask the children to recall what order the objects came out of the
box.
Who came out of the box first?
Who came out second?
What did we see third?
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Vocal Exercises
Developed by Kathleen Lynam
Let Your Voices Be Heard: Using Puppets to Bring Stories to Life
Objective/Goal:
This is an experience designed for the classroom teacher, to prepare the voice for effective puppetry
work with children.
Educational Impact:

9
9

Prosody
Inflection

Materials Needed:

9

A tube sock

Procedure and Process:
Exploring Pitch: Highs and Lows
You should do this exercise with a partner. Decide who will be 1 and who will be 2. Partner 1 will
recite the lines in a very high voice, while Partner 2 will recite in a very low voice, then switch.
Partner 1

Partner 2

Humpty Dumpty

Sat on a wall

Humpty Dumpty

Had a great fall

All the king’s horses

And all the king’s men

Couldn’t put Humpty

Together again.
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Nursery Rhymes provide a wonderful opportunity to invent new prequels or sequels to timeless
stories. Here is a prequel I wrote for Humpty Dumpty:
Humpty Dumpty (Before the Fall)
Well earlier that day,
Before Humpty Dumpty went out to play,
Humpty’s mama told him to,
“Stay right in the backyard,
don’t go near that new wall!”
But Humpty didn’t listen,
Didn’t listen at all.
“I’ll do what I want!
I’m the boss around here,
I’m big and I’m strong,
I’ve got nothing to fearEspecially that wall.
Why it’s not so high,
Bet I can climb itEasy as pie.”
Well you all know what happened,
Humpty wasn’t very smart,
So you’d better listen to your mama’s
So you don’t fall apart.
Vocal exercise: Speed
How slowly can you say this poem? How quickly? What about starting at one extreme and ending up
at the other?
Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater,
Had a wife and couldn’t keep her.
He put her in a pumpkin shell,
And there he kept her very well.
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Vocal Exercise: Dynamics
Dynamics dictate whether a character’s voice is loud or soft. Traditionally, the aggressive antagonist
has a loud voice while a meek character had a soft, quiet voice.
Practice reciting this familiar poem with a partner. Partner 1 will speak quietly and Partner 2 will
speak loudly. How does the volume of your voice change the feeling or meaning of the text?
Partner 1

Partner 2

One, two,

Buckle my shoe;

Three, four,

Knock on the door;

Five, six,

Pick up sticks;

Seven, eight,

Lay them straight;

Nine, ten,

A big, fat hen.

Vocal Exercise: Tone
Breathing only through your mouth produces a nasal voice. Your tongue will naturally be pushed
towards the roof and back of your mouth. This voice can seem silly or sinister depending on the
direction of the story line. A nasal voice would be natural to use for a puppet that has a cold or
allergies, which could be connected to the curriculum in the areas or science, nature and hygiene.
Try playing all three characters in the following mini-drama, creating distinct voices using nasal,
high, and low sounds as indicated:
Villain (Nasal):

I’ve come to collect the rent.

Damsel (High):

I can’t pay the rent.

Villain (Nasal):

You must pay the rent!

Damsel (High):

I can’t pay the rent!

Hero (Low):

I’ll pay the rent.

Villain (Nasal):

Curses—foiled again!

Damsel (High):

My hero!
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Vocal Exercise: Emotion
The emotion within your voice incorporates the elements of pitch, speed, dynamics, and tone, as well
as rhythm and inflection. These components of voice, when combined, represent one character voice.
It’s a little tricky at times, but with some practice and a little concentration, everyone can do it! Use
these components to create voices for the little pumpkins in the following verse.
Five Little Pumpkins
Five little pumpkins sitting on a gate –
The first one said, “Oh, my, it’s getting late!”
The second one said, “There’s goblins in the air.”
The third one said, “I don’t care!”
The fourth one said, “Let’s run! Let’s run!”
The fifth one said, “Isn’t Halloween fun?”
Then oooooooooooooooooooooo
Went the wind
And out went the lights
And five little pumpkins
Rolled out of sight.

[Anxious]
[Spooky]
[Bold]
[Scared]
[Happy]

Can You Guess That Character?
This experience involves the use of one of the simplest of all puppets: a sock! It allows you to practice
vocal expression based on personality types, develop an awareness of the puppet, and channel your
energy through the puppet.
You will need to find a partner. Each of you should take a turn choosing a personality for your puppet
and a rhyme to say in that puppet’s voice. When creating the puppet’s voice, remember to use the
components of pitch, speed, dynamics, tone, and emotion (including accent, inflection, and rhythm).
The excitement begins! The objective is for you to guess your partner’s personality based on the
vocal expression used in the rhyme. Don’t forget that you can also try your hand at writing your own
version of a nursery rhyme.
Making a Sock Puppet
A basic sock can be transformed into an amazing puppet with a moveable mouth. These engaging
puppets have a range of abilities to help your children; for example, as a morning greeter or helping
with the transition to meals, clean up, or rest periods. They can also be used to interact with a child to
help identify, understand, and verbalize the child’s inner thoughts and feelings. Often a child will find
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it difficult to talk directly to an adult, yet will feel unafraid to express themselves through or to a
puppet. The magic of puppetry allows for a suspension of disbelief as the characters come alive!
Tube socks (socks without heels) make the best puppets. Soccer socks usually have no heel and come
in a great range of colors. Vibrant colors will make this puppet more visually appealing.
Included here are directions for sewing a rubber band to the end of the sock. This rubber band is
placed around your wrist and the sock is then turned inside-out and pushed down until the toe area
meets your finger tips. The rubber band allows for the mouth to be held in place so the puppeteer
does not have to constantly adjust it.
Once you have your puppet on your hand, the correct positioning of your hand inside the puppet
should be as follows: your thumb will work the bottom half of the puppet’s mouth, while the other
four fingers should be placed tightly next to each other (fairly rigid) and will form the top of the
puppet’s mouth.
So, what can this puppet do? It can help you articulate sounds and words. It can sing, talk, whisper, or
cry; anything you can verbalize. It can also playfully eat small objects like letters or numbers since it
has a moveable mouth.
I have also modified this puppet by gluing small metal washers onto the outside of the puppet. By
using a variety of letters, numbers, coins, words, or other small objects that have a magnet attached
to them, this puppet becomes an enjoyable, low stress, accurate assessment tool.

Adaptations for Special Needs
Prepare the children by telling them that this puppet represents a snake. You might show a picture of
a real snake in contrast with the puppet. Explain that this puppet has no teeth, just a big smile.
You can put different textures on the sock to provide for an enhanced sensory experience.
After modeling and demonstrating the use of this puppet, some children may be able to successfully
manipulate this puppet.
When using a magnet and washer adaptation, removing an object from the puppet can enhance fine
motor manipulation skills. This puppet has many uses, such as assessing a child’s knowledge of
shapes, colors, vocabulary, spelling, or math.
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Sock Puppet Supply List
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 large adult tube sock (a bright color works best)
Plastic balls (two balls for eyes)
Strong glue
A rubber band
Sewing needle and thread
2x5” piece of felt for the snake’s tongue
Two pony beads (plastic) for eyes (pupils)
Optional: metal washers

Sock Puppet Directions
We will begin with the eyes. Glue the two balls together, using enough glue to make a strong bond.
Set aside.

Sew a rubber band to the end of the sock (see next page for illustration). Do not pierce the rubber
band, but rather loop the thread around it as you sew it to the sock.
When the glue on the eye balls is dry, use a toothpick to glue the plastic beads on to the balls for the
pupils. The placement of the pupils is up to you. Let the glue set up for five minutes.

Wrap the rubber band around your wrist, then take the other end of the sock—the one with the
opening—and start to turn this inside out, eventually pushing with your hand. Keep pushing until
your hand reaches the end of the sock. The rubber band will keep the inside of the mouth pulled
back for easier manipulation.
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Now it’s time to add the eyes to the puppet. (It might be easiest to work with a partner.) Place glue
on the bottom area of the eyes and then place them where you’d like them on the top of the sock.
Push down firmly to adhere.
Now you can add the tongue. Place a dab of glue on the end of the tongue. Open the snake’s mouth
and place on the bottom half of the mouth. Press down to adhere.
Wait a few minutes, and then gently remove the sock so the glue can set.
If you want to add metal washers (to use with magnets), I usually wait until the eyes are completely
set and then I space them out along the body of the sock snake.
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NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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